
 
 
 
 

BOARD OF EDUCATION  Board Auditorium 
Portland Public Schools Blanchard Education Service Center 
REGULAR MEETING 501 N. Dixon Street 
September 1, 2015 Portland, Oregon 97227 
 
  Note: Those wishing to speak before the School Board should sign the public comment sheet prior to the start of 
the meeting.  No additional speakers will be accepted after the sign-in sheet is removed, but testifiers are 
welcome to sign up for the next meeting.  While the School Board wants to hear from the public, comments must 
be limited to three minutes.  All those testifying must abide by the Board’s Rules of Conduct for Board meetings. 

 
 Public comment related to an action item on the agenda will be heard immediately following staff presentation on 

that issue.  Public comment on all other matters will be heard during the “Public Comment” time. 
 

This meeting may be taped and televised by the media. 
 

   

 
 

 
AGENDA 

 
 

1. PUBLIC COMMENT       6:00 pm 

 

2. SUPERINTENDENT’S BACK-TO-SCHOOL REPORT   6:20 pm 

 

3. PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY MEMORANDUM OF   6:35 pm             
 UNDERSTANDING – action item 

 

4. UNDERGROUND PARKING PARTNERSHIPS AT LINCOLN  7:00 pm 
 HIGH SCHOOL – action item 
 

5. DISCUSSION: ENROLLMENT BALANCING VALUES FRAMEWORK 7:30 pm 

 

6. FIRST READING: TAX-EXEMPT BOND POST-ISSUANCE  8:15 pm 
 COMPLIANCE  
 

7. BUSINESS/CONSENT AGENDA     8:45 pm 

 

8. ADJOURN        9:00 pm 

 

 

 

Portland Public Schools Nondiscrimination Statement 

Portland Public Schools recognizes the diversity and worth of all individuals and groups and their 
roles in society.  The District is committed to equal opportunity and nondiscrimination based on 
race; national or ethnic origin; color; sex; religion; age; sexual orientation; gender expression or 
identity; pregnancy; marital status; familial status; economic status or source of income; mental or 
physical disability or perceived disability; or military service.  
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Board Meeting Date:      Executive Committee Lead:  
September 1, 2015    C.J. Sylvester, Chief of School Modernization  
 
Department:     Presenter/Staff Lead:   
Office of School Modernization  C.J. Sylvester, Chief of School Modernization 
      Sara King, Director-Planning & Asset Management 
Agenda Action:  Resolution        
 
 
 

 
 
 
BRIEF SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 

 
Portland Public Schools’ (PPS) and Portland State University’s (PSU) staff have agreed upon a 
draft Memorandum of Understanding to include PSU’s plans for a 40,000 square foot Graduate 
School of Education as a part of the Lincoln High School master planning process. 
 
Staff is recommending the Board approve the resolution authorizing execution of the MOU so 
the master planning process can proceed in a timely manner during this 2015/16 school year. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In November 2014, the Board of Education directed staff through Resolution No. 4990 to 
proceed with master planning three high school sites in preparation for a potential November 
2016 school building improvement bond measure.  One of those high school sites is Lincoln 
High School, which is located in a central city location proximate to PSU.   

 
 

RELATED POLICIES / BOARD GOALS AND PRIORITIES 
 
Similar to the MOU adopted for the Faubion PreK-8 Master Plan, this MOU highlights a higher 
education partnership to build a quality school environment.  The recommendation of the 
District’s Long Range Facility Plan encourages developing partnerships to leverage community 
support and innovation.   
 
Modernizing infrastructure is a foundational element of the District’s Strategic Framework. 
 

 
PROCESS / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
There will be extensive internal and external engagement processes as regards to development 
of the Lincoln High School Master Plan during the course of this school year (2015-16). 
 
 

SUBJECT:  Memorandum of Understanding between Portland Public Schools and 
Portland State University regarding the potential future of PSU’s Graduate School of 
Education at the Lincoln High School Campus 
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ALIGNMENT WITH EQUITY POLICY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 
“The District shall provide every student with equitable access to high quality and culturally 
relevant….facilities and other educational resources, even when this means differentiating 
resources to accomplish this goal. 
 
The District shall create multiple pathways to success in order to meet the needs of our diverse 
students, and shall actively encourage, support and expect high academic achievement for 
students from all racial groups.” 
 

 
BUDGET / RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  

 
The budget for the Lincoln High School Master Plan is $400,000 to be paid for by the 2012 
School Building Improvement Bond.  The educational impact of this MOU is significant for both 
PPS and PSU students and teachers, but the impact on the overall site master planning process 
is de minimis. 
 
 
NEXT STEPS / TIMELINE / COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
It is intended that the Lincoln master planning process will begin in November following a 
competitive procurement to select the master planning team (architect/engineers). This 
procurement process will start in early September and can take about 8 weeks until contract 
execution. 
 
The Lincoln High School master planning committee protocol is under development; we 
anticipate the application process will start in September/October. 
 

 
ATTACHMENTS:   

1. Resolution “Authorizing the Superintendent to Execute a Memorandum of Understanding 
with Portland State University for Master Planning a potential Co-location of Portland 
State’s Graduate School of Education with a fully Modernized Lincoln High School” 

2. Draft Memorandum of Understanding between Portland Public Schools and Portland 
State University. 
 

 



 

 

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
 

BETWEEN PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
 

AND 
 

PORTLAND STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
 

 
This Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) is made and entered into on 

______, 2015 by and between Portland Public School District No. 1J, Multnomah 

County, Oregon (“District”) and Portland State University (“PSU”) for potential 

joint development and use of Lincoln High School and its site (“Lincoln”). 

 

 

RECITALS 

 

A. Portland Public Schools is the largest PreK-12 institution in the State of 

Oregon, serving over 47,000 students annually. 

B. Portland State University is the largest four year and post-graduate institution 

of higher education in the State of Oregon serving over 28,000 students 

annually. 

C. The District and PSU have a long history of collaboration on a variety of 

educational programs that benefit students from both institutions. These 

programs enhance the educational offerings at District high schools and 
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provide valuable access to dual credit courses of study for District students. 

These programs provide valuable student teaching and other types of 

internship opportunities such as social work or business at district schools or 

administrative headquarters for PSU students. Some of these collaborations 

include such programs as: 

a. Cross-use of athletic facilities. 

b. PSU student teachers from the Graduate School of Education 

serving in PPS schools and being mentored by PPS teachers and 

administrators. 

c. School of Engineering Innovation Challenge, Cyber Discovery 

Camp, Oregon MESA, ChickTech: High School and others. 

d. Dual credit opportunities through such programs as the School of 

Business, and Philosophy and Ethics. 

e. Entrepreneur training and mentoring through the School of 

Business. 

f. PSU internships served in District schools to the benefit of both 

organizations. 
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D. The Lincoln High School site at 1600 SW Salmon Street in Portland, 

Oregon, is unique amongst District properties in its Central City location 

proximate to Portland State University. 

E. The geography of Lincoln and PSU campuses and the proven benefits of 

the existing relationship between the District and PSU have fostered the 

desire to potentially link the two campuses through mutual capital 

investment. 

F. Co-located facilities could enrich the learning environment and success for 

both District and PSU students. 

G. The District adopted a Long Range Facility Plan that identifies the 

development of partnerships as a guiding principle to leverage public 

resources to maximize efficiency, provide economies of scale and drive 

innovation. 

H. The District recently approved moving forward with master planning the 

Lincoln site for a comprehensive high school. 

I. PSU has recently completed building program requirements for its 

Graduate School of Education.  
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J. There is synergy in the potential co-location of student educators with a 

comprehensive high school. The co-development of facilities could add 

value and benefits to both PSU and the District. 

 

 

UNDERSTANDINGS 

Therefore, PSU and the District agree to the following: 

 

1. The existing strong partnership between PSU and the District and the desire 

to investigate joint programming provides the impetus to enter into this MOU. 

2. PSU will participate in a master planning process for the development of the 

Lincoln site that will be public and inclusive in nature. 

3. PSU’s Graduate School of Education’s building program requirements, and 

other potential areas of collaboration will be considered in the master plan, 

along with the District’s Educational Specifications for a Comprehensive High 

School. 

4. This MOU does not assume that shared facilities or development will be the 

preferred solution for either the District or PSU, nor does it preclude the 

District from entering into MOUs or other forms of agreement with additional 

capital partners for the Lincoln site. 
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5. PSU is the sole determinant of the eventual location of its Graduate School of 

Education, either at Lincoln or any other location. 

6. The public master planning process for the Lincoln site will take place during 

the 2015-16 school year. Subsequent design and construction phases are 

dependent upon: 

 For the District, voter approval of a November 2016 ballot measure 

to fund the rebuilding of Lincoln High School. 

 For PSU, June 2017 appropriation of State funds for the new 

Graduate School of Education. 

7. The District will pay professional services costs for master planning the 

Lincoln site. Both parties commit their staff to fully participate in the process 

and appropriate planning activities. 

8. PSU and the District will ensure transparency and accountability for each 

organization’s contributions to this partnership, along with the results of the 

planning efforts, including the public component of the process. 

 

The District and PSU recognize this partnership is of mutual benefit to each 

party, and the students each entity serves. Either party may withdraw from this 

MOU on thirty (30) days’ notice to the other party. The provisions of this MOU 

become effective upon execution by both parties. 
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BY: 

 

_______________________   _______________________ 
Wim Wiewel      Carole Smith    
President      Superintendent   
Portland State University    Portland Public Schools 
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BRIEF SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION 

 
An economic analysis for redevelopment potential of the Lincoln High School site has been 
completed as a function of its central city location and zoning, which is a unique circumstance 
for a PPS property. 
 
Staff is recommending the Board approve the resolution authorizing the Superintendent to 
pursue partnerships for underground parking facilities so the Lincoln High School master 
planning process can proceed in a timely manner during this 2015/16 school year. 
 
 
 BACKGROUND 
 
In November 2014, the Board of Education directed staff through Resolution No. 4990 to 
proceed with master planning three high school sites in preparation for a potential November 
2016 school building improvement bond measure.  One of those high schools, Lincoln, is in a 
central city location.   
 
In winter 2015, staff solicited an economic analysis of redevelopment potential of the Lincoln 
High School site based on its unique central city location and related zoning (see attached). 
 
There are potential development partners in the neighborhood who are very interested in 
discussing the financing of underground parking at this location.  This potentially provides PPS 
the opportunity to enhance parking opportunities for Lincoln staff and special events with the 
intention that it not increase PPS site development costs nor limit site opportunities for the full 
modernization of the Lincoln High School campus. 
 
The Lincoln High School larger-scale development scenarios provided in the EcoNorthwest 
study indicate annual lease revenue potential (net present value) of $12.4 - $24.8 million over 
50 years. Or a land sale price estimated in the range of $4.6 - $13.8 million. For comparison 
purposes, PPS’ monthly gross payroll is about $6.5 million. 
 
“Activation” of building frontage on a transit line is best urban planning practice and an 
appropriate design consideration given the location of Lincoln High School in the central city.  
Activating the high school frontage along 18th Avenue can be accomplished in a variety of ways, 
including ground floor retail development. However, the smaller-scale (~3,000 s.f.) retail 

SUBJECT:  Resolution Authorizing the Superintendent to Pursue Partnerships for 
Underground Parking Facilities as part of the Lincoln High School Master Planning 
Process  
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development scenario on 18th Avenue requires up-front capital investment from PPS and the 
need to implement an active retail management throughout its life. There are also ways to 
accomplish activation with a focus on education 
 
Based on the current, limited financial value to the district and the impact on Lincoln’s building 
and athletic facility scenarios, moving forward at this time with retail development on 18th 
Avenue and redevelopment efforts on 14th Avenue does not seem prudent. However, the 14th 
Avenue opportunities can remain viable if the site is appropriately master planned and 
developed so as not to preclude that possibility in the future.  

 
 

RELATED POLICIES / BOARD GOALS AND PRIORITIES 
 
One recommendation of the District’s Long Range Facility Plan encourages developing 
partnerships to leverage community support and innovation. 
 
Modernizing infrastructure is a foundational element of the District’s Strategic Framework. 
 

 
PROCESS / COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
 
There will be extensive internal and external engagement processes as regards to development 
of the Lincoln High School Master Plan during the course of this school year (2015-16). 
 
 
ALIGNMENT WITH EQUITY POLICY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
 
“The District shall provide every student with equitable access to high quality and culturally 
relevant….facilities and other educational resources, even when this means differentiating 
resources to accomplish this goal. 
 
The District shall create multiple pathways to success in order to meet the needs of our diverse 
students, and shall actively encourage, support and expect high academic achievement for 
students from all racial groups.” 
 

 
BUDGET / RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS  

 
The budget for the Lincoln High School Master Plan is $400,000 to be paid for by the 2012 
School Building Improvement Bond.  Any capital partnerships for underground parking would be 
developed starting with Memorandums of Understanding, and eventually progressing to pre-
development and development agreements following voter-approval of any potential ballot 
measure.  Each of those steps would include financial implications at the time of review and 
approval.  
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NEXT STEPS / TIMELINE / COMMUNICATION PLAN 
 
Upon Board approval, PPS staff would begin to immediately meet with potential parking 
partners. 
 
It is intended that the Lincoln master planning process will begin in November following a 
competitive procurement to select the master planning team (architect/engineers).  This 
procurement process will start in early September and can take about 8 weeks until contract 
execution. 
 
The Lincoln High School master planning committee protocol is under development; we 
anticipate the application process will start in September/October. 
 

 
 
 
ATTACHMENTS:   

1. Resolution “Authorizing the Superintendent to Pursue Partnerships for Underground 
Parking Facilities as part of the Lincoln High School Master Planning Process”. 

2. EcoNorthwest Report “Lincoln High Development Feasibility Findings Summary” dated 
July 28, 2015. 
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ECONorthwest
ECONOMICS  •  FINANCE  •  PLANNING

DATE:  July 28, 2015 
TO:  C.J. Sylvester, Sara King and Erik Gerding, Portland Public Schools 
FROM:  Abe Farkas, Mike Wilkerson, and Emily Picha 
SUBJECT: LINCOLN HIGH DEVELOPMENT FEASIBILITY FINDINGS SUMMARY  

In!anticipation!of!the!master!planning!and!subsequent!construction!of!a!new!Lincoln!High!
School,!Portland!Public!Schools!(PPS)!is!interested!in!exploring!the!potential!for!development!
partnerships!on!the!existing!school!site.!Possible!benefits!of!this!redevelopment!could!include!
offsetting!parking!construction!costs!for!the!limited!number!of!spaces!the!school!needs!(as!well!
as!the!provision!of!additional!shared!parking!spaces!for!some!school!events),!capital!
partnerships!that!benefit!both!the!school!district!and!its!higher!education!partners,!and!
potential!income!streams!from!a!ground!lease!for!new!development!on!the!eastern!edge!of!the!
site.!!

PPS!will!likely!be!requesting!funds!for!construction!in!a!November!2016!ballot!measure,!in!
anticipation!of!construction!of!the!new!school!in!2018I2020.!Under!these!circumstances,!PPS!
estimates!the!newly!rebuilt!school!could!open!in!September!2020.!

Working!with!GBD!Architects,!ECONorthwest!developed!a!set!of!alternative!development!
scenarios!for!the!site!to!understand!what!the!market!for!various!uses!could!be!in!4I6!years,!the!
potential!income!to!PPS!from!ground!leasing!two!eastern!edge!sites!along!14th!Ave,!the!potential!
for!a!partnership!with!interested!parties!to!develop!parking!underneath!the!new!high!school’s!
sports!fields!and!buildings!that!serve!both!neighborhood!and!PPS!uses.!!

1 Development Scenarios 
ECONorthwest!created!several!development!scenarios!that!tested!the!market!feasibility!for!
different!development!programs!on!the!Lincoln!High!site.!The!scenarios!in!Exhibit!1!show!
different!levels!of!development!intensity!along!14th!Ave,!the!potential!impacts!on!PPS’!
development!program!for!the!new!school,!and!its!revenue!potential.!Scenarios!A!and!B!involve!
approximately!two!full!blocks!(about!80,000!square!feet),!and!Scenario!C!utilizes!the!equivalent!
of!about!one!block!(40,000!square!feet).!Details!on!the!methodology!for!ground!lease!and!sales!
valuation!are!included!in!the!appendix!of!this!memorandum.!!
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Exhibit 1. Lincoln High Development Scenarios 
 Impact on PPS Development Program PPS Revenue Potential 
A. Additional 
Sports Facilities 

Allows for maximum flexibility for future site 
development while maintaining maximum 
athletic facility development currently. 

Minimal, possible to rent out facilities to outside 
parties. 

B. Maximize 
Developable Land  

Reduces the amount of land that PPS has to 
develop the school/sports fields.  

Circulation for pickup/drop off will likely 
need to go slightly beneath the school.  

• Ground lease: $805,000 initially, increases over time 
(Net Present Value is $24.8 Million) 
• Sale value: Low $9.2 Million / High $13.8 Million!

C. Hybrid 
Approach 

Slightly more space for circulation / fields 
than Scenario B and less impact on school. 

• Ground lease: $402,000 initially, increases over time 
(Net Present Value is $12.4 Million) 

• Sale value: Low $4.6 Million / High $6.9 Million 
Note: Detailed assumptions are included in the appendix.  
!
In!creating!these!pro!formas,!ECONorthwest!made!the!following!assumptions:!!!

! PPS#retains#ownership#of#land.!PPS!is!interested!in!maintaining!a!longIterm!hold!on!the!
land!at!the!Lincoln!High!School!site.!If!redevelopment!were!to!occur,!PPS!would!ground!
lease!that!land!to!a!private!party.!A!longIterm!ground!lease!can!allow!for!properties!to!
revert!to!the!school!district!after!the!lease!period!(estimated!for!these!purposes!at!fifty!
(50)!years).!Appendix!A!provides!more!detail!on!potential!revenues!for!the!ground!lease!
of!the!property.!!

! Inclusion#of#PSU#Graduate#School#of#Education.!PPS!is!currently!in!discussions!with!
PSU!about!the!potential!to!locate!the!graduate!school!of!education!on!the!Lincoln!High!
School!site.!PSU!has!indicated!a!need!of!about!40,000!square!feet!of!space.!There!may!be!
potential!for!other!PSU!nonIcapital!partnerships!on!the!site,!including!educational!
partnerships!and!utilizing!sports!fields!when!Lincoln!High!School!is!not!using!them.!!

! Construction#costs#and#incomes#are#based#on#2015#market#estimates.#Given!the!
uncertainly!of!the!start!of!construction,!it!is!difficult!to!estimate!the!timing!of!the!
business!cycle!and!how!it!will!impact!costs!and!revenues.!Given!that!constructions!costs!
and!rental!rates!have!generally!increased!at!similar!rates,!it!is!a!simplifying!assumption!
to!present!the!findings!based!on!the!current!market!dynamics.!We!assumed!that!both!
construction!costs!and!rents!would!increase!3%!percent!per!year!(currently!rates!for!both!
have!been!increasing!at!closer!to!5%!a!year,!however,!for!the!purposes!of!long!run!
projections,!we!assumed!a!lower!rate!of!increase!to!not!aggressively!increase!the!sale!
price!after!10!years).!!

! Active#ground#floor#uses#in#the#school#building#on#SW#18th#Avenue.!PPS!was!
interested!in!exploring!several!options!for!the!school!frontage!along!SW!18th!Avenue.!
These!options!included:!!

o SchoolFbased#uses:!The!school!can!enliven!the!SW!18th!Avenue!frontage!by!
locating!active!schoolIrelated!uses!on!the!street!frontage.!These!could!include!the!
cafeteria,!common!spaces,!or!spaces!related!to!the!school’s!building!program.!
Our!pro!formas!did!not!account!for!these!uses.!

o Ground#Floor#Retail:!For!the!purposes!of!exploring!development!feasibility!for!
retail,!we!assume!that!3,000!square!feet!on!the!SW!18th!Avenue!side!of!the!school!
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site.!These!retail!spaces!could!provide!food!and!other!services!to!students!during!
lunch!and!after!school!hours,!but!would!need!to!also!generate!business!during!
nonIschool!times!to!attract!viable!tenants.!It!is!unlikely!that!a!developer!would!
want!to!ground!lease!the!site!from!PPS,!therefore!PPS!would!need!to!build!out!
the!site!as!part!of!the!school!construction!and!act!as!property!manager.!Currently!
PPS!does!not!have!the!operational!capacity!to!serve!as!a!property!manager,!
therefore!we!assumed!that!these!activities!would!be!hired!and!deducted!from!the!
anticipated!revenue!stream.!If!we!assume!an!$18!per!SF!NNN!lease!rate!and!a!7%!
property!management!fee,!the!annual!revenue!from!the!retail!space!would!be!
approximately!$50,000.!The!cost!of!construction!is!unknown,!it!would!represent!a!
small!portion!of!the!design!and!construction!cost!of!the!overall!facility,!and!it!
therefore!difficult!to!estimate.!If!it!were!possible!to!attribute!the!proportional!
cost,!the!retail!space!would!roughly!cover!the!cost!of!the!debt!service,!creating!a!
small!revenue!stream!or!loss!depending!on!vacancy!in!a!given!year.!

!

A. Additional Sports Facilities 
This!scenario!assumes!that!PPS!could!accommodate!up!to!seven!tennis!or!basketball!courts!on!
the!eastern!edge!of!the!site,!along!SW!14th!Ave.!It!allows!PPS!to!land!bank!that!portion!of!the!site!
for!potential!later!redevelopment,!when!development!of!that!portion!of!the!site!might!be!more!
lucrative.!This!scenario!also!provides!the!greatest!flexibility!as!regards!school!building!
configuration.!This!concept!includes!a!surface!parking!lot!for!use!by!school!staff.!An!alternative!
scenario!without!the!parking!lot,!Scenario!AI1,!is!depicted!in!the!appendix.!!!

 
Exhibit 2. Scenario A-2 – Additional Sports Facilities with Surface Parking Lot 

!
Source: GBD Architects 

! !
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B.  Maximize Developable Land (Two Full Blocks of Development) 
In!this!scenario,!PPS!could!ground!lease!land!to!accommodate!development!on!two!full!blocks,!
40,000!square!feet!each,!on!SW!14th!Avenue.!!Scenario!B!maximizes!the!footprint!for!private!
development!on!the!site!while!maintaining!space!for!a!sports!field!and!track!as!well!as!internal!
circulation.!It!also!limits!potential!configurations!of!the!new!high!school!building.!In!
collaboration!with!GBD,!ECO!developed!financial!pro!formas!for!four!alternative!development!
types.!Each!development!type!is!allowable!within!Portland’s!land!use!and!development!codes.!
While!each!development!type!can!be!physically!constructed!on!these!sites,!some!have!more!
market!viability!than!others.!

 Development Scenario Development Feasibility 
B1. Market Rate 
Apartments 

12-story market-rate apartment building  
with 220 units 

Doesn’t meet financial expectations for private 
development. 

B2. Mixed-Income 
Apartments 

12-story mixed-income apartment building  
with 220 units (40% of units are affordable) 

Meets financial expectations for private 
development. 

B3. Hotel 6-Story mid-scale hotel with  
271 rooms (e.g. Holiday Inn or Marriott 
Residence Inn) 

Meets financial expectations for private 
development. 

B4. Office 8-story office building with 223,000  
gross square feet 

Does not meet financial expectations for private 
development. 

Note: Detailed assumptions are included in the appendix.  
 
Exhibit 3. Scenario B-1 - Development on Full Blocks (Level 2) 

!
Source: GBD Architects 

! !
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!

C. Hybrid Approach (Two Half Blocks of Development)  
In!this!scenario,!PPS!could!ground!lease!land!to!accommodate!development!on!two!half!blocks,!
20,000!square!feet!each,!on!SW!14th!St.!While!the!highIrise!market!rate!apartments!on!the!full!
block!site!would!underperform,!lower!rise!market!rate!apartments!on!a!half!block!with!wood!
frame!construction!are!viable.!A!hotel!or!office!could!also!be!configured!to!fit!a!half!block!rather!
than!a!full!block!configuration,!and!would!perform!similarly!to!the!full!block!scenarios.!

 Development Scenario Development Feasibility 
Market Rate 
Apartments 

6-story apartment building with 100 units Meets financial expectations for private 
development. 

Note that ECONorthwest only looked at market rate apartments for this scenario, with the assumption that most of the 
findings from the full-block pro formas in Scenario B would also apply to Scenario C.  
 
Exhibit 4. Scenario B-2 - Development on Half Blocks (Level 2) 

!
Source: GBD Architects. Note that ECONorthwest modeled solely apartments in this scenario, rather than a mix of uses. 

!  
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2 Parking Concept 
Parking!is!always!a!significant!challenge!for!large!development!projects!in!urban!settings,!but!in!
the!case!of!Lincoln!High,!there!may!be!an!opportunity!for!a!parking!alternative!that!provides!
more!parking!for!the!school!than!it!could!provide!for!itself;!maximizes!development!on!the!site;!
and!provides!a!revenue!source!through!leasing!agreements!with!users!in!the!area.!The!current!
concept!for!the!2016!Lincoln!High!School!bond!does!not!include!funds!for!structured!parking.!
Without!a!structured!option,!the!school!would!have!approximately!100!surface!spaces!on!one!or!
more!of!the!onsite!lots,!consistent!with!other!high!school!full!modernizations!that!are!occurring!
with!the!2012!Bond!Program.!

There!is!significant!demand!for!parking!in!the!area!and!a!number!of!parties!near!the!school!may!
be!interested!in!forming!a!partnership!to!provide!it.!The!land!under!the!sports!fields!presents!an!
opportunity!for!building!a!large,!oneIlevel!underground!parking!garage!with!600I1,300!spaces!
(that!could!be!phased!over!time)!with!fields!on!top.!!

In!addition!to!retaining!some!surface!parking!spaces,!PPS!may!elect!to!become!part!of!a!new!
nonprofit!entity,!comprised!of!local!interested!parties,!whose!mission!is!to!provide!publicly!
accessible!parking!for!area!users.!Such!a!nonprofit!would!have!the!potential!to!finance!100%!of!
the!parking!garage!construction!costs.!The!garage!could!be!funded!with!cash!and/or!the!
issuance!of!a!nonIprofit!bond.!PPS’s!contribution!to!the!partnership!would!be!the!provision!of!
land!below!the!new!school!and!sports!fields,!while!the!interested!parties!would!pick!up!the!
financial!costs!of!constructing!the!garage.!Each!space!is!estimated!to!cost!$40,000!to!construct,!so!
costs!for!the!parking!garage!would!range!from!$24!million!(600!spaces)!to!$52!million!(1300!
spaces).!The!nonIprofit!would!need!to!work!out!operations,!security,!maintenance,!and!other!
ownership!responsibilities.!!

While!the!nonIprofit!parking!possibility!outlined!above!could!work!independently!of!any!
development!on!the!eastern!parcels!(14th!Avenue!frontage),!there!would!be!two!options!to!
accommodate!parking!for!the!additional!east!end!private!development!projects:!!

! Developers!of!the!eastern!parcels!pay!to!construct!their!own!below!grade!structured!
parking!and!either!connect!into!the!circulation!system!for!the!nonIprofit!parking!garage,!
or!work!out!some!other!access!and!egress!arrangement!for!their!structures.!

! The!nonIprofit!that!builds!and!owns!the!initial!garage!constructs!additional!parking!and!
negotiates!an!agreement!with!developer(s)!to!lease!spaces!to!them.!!

!  
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3 Next Steps and Conclusion 
Exploring!the!development!feasibility!for!different!uses!and!in!different!configurations!allows!
PPS!to!understand!the!tradeoffs!between!maximizing!school!uses!on!the!site!and!allowing!
private!development!to!occur.!General!findings!from!the!feasibility!analysis!include:!!!!

• Partnering#with#Portland#State#University#and#identifying#potential#structured#
parking#partnerships#provides#the#most#usable#land#for#educational#and#athletic#
purposes.!A!development!partnership!for!structured!parking!could!offset!the!cost!of!
constructing!a!parking!garage!and!provide!more!space!for!school!and!other!uses,!in!
addition!to!maximizing!land!for!school!uses.#!

! A#ground#lease#of#14th#Avenue#frontage#parcels#would#offer#higher#returns#than#the#
sale#of#land.#Maintaining!ownership!of!potential!development!parcels!allows!PPS!to!
realize!a!steady!stream!of!income!from!development!over!a!long!time!period.!For!
example,!the!effective!net!present!value!of!a!50Iyear!ground!lease!for!the!twoIfullIblock!
development!would!be!around!$24.8!million,!compared!with!a!sales!value!of!between!
$9.2!and!$13.8!million.!!It!should!be!noted!that!ground!leasing!may!limit!the!number!of!
developers!and/or!lenders!interested!in!the!site,!as!some!developers!and!lenders!strongly!
prefer!fee!ownership!of!the!land.#

! The#active#frontage#along#SW#18th#Avenue#could#contain#several#uses,#but#the#most#
viable#option#is#likely#schoolFrelated#uses.#Our!analysis!found!that!the!risks!of!longI
term!vacancies!and!the!increased!complexity!of!developing!retail!along!SW!18th!Avenue!
outweighed!the!possible!benefits!of!a!small!revenue!stream!from!retail!leases.#

• Providing#structured#parking#owned#by#a#nonFprofit#provides#Lincoln#HS#parking#
benefits#that#cannot#otherwise#be#realized#and#makes#development#on#the#eastern#
parcels#more#viable#for#developers.!There!is!significant!interest!on!the!part!of!Lincoln!
HS!site!neighbors!to!participate!in!conversations!to!this!end.!!However,!some!onIsite!
development!options,!as!identified!in!option!B!above,!still!do!not!perform!at!a!level!
sufficient!to!expect!development!to!occur,!even!with!nonIprofitIowned!structured!
parking.!!

• The#uses#that#are#the#most#financially#feasible#include#hotel#and#affordable#housing#
for#the#full#blocks#and#market#rate#housing#for#the#half#blocks.#Full!block!options!
generally!perform!better!than!½!block!options!because!they!maximize!the!rentable!
square!footage!on!the!site.!The!half!block!market!housing!works!because!it!relies!on!
wood!frame!instead!of!more!expensive!steel!and!concrete!construction.!!

This!analysis!represents!the!first!step!in!assessing!development!feasibility!on!the!site.!Should!
PPS!elect!to!explore!these!development!options!more!thoroughly,!next!steps!could!include:!!

! Conduct#further#discussions#on#parking#possibilities#with#interested#parties.!
Providing!below!grade!structured!parking!that!serves!the!school!as!well!as!surrounding!
uses!in!the!neighborhood!is!a!rare!opportunity.!Forming!a!nonIprofit!with!capable!
partners!will!have!its!challenges,!but!the!benefits!are!likely!to!significantly!outweigh!
these.!
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! Confirm#whether#including#active#schoolFrelated#uses#along#SW#18th#Avenue#is#the#
desired#direction#from#a#policy#and#revenue#perspective.!

! Evaluate#the#trade#offs#between#space#needed#for#additional#sports#fields#and#impact#
on#school#building#configuration#options#versus#offering#the#full#or#half#block#sites#
for#development.!PPS!could!also!do!a!hybrid!approach,!offering!one!fullIor!halfIblock!
for!development!and!building!sports!facilities!on!the!remainder.!!!

! If#there#is#interest#in#ground#leasing#the#14th#Ave#development#sites,#PPS#should#hold#
further#meetings#with#developers#soon.!Engaging!developers!early!in!the!process!will!
provide!useful!insights!on!how!the!larger!school!property!can!be!more!effectively!and!
efficiently!developed!to!address!the!school’s!needs!as!well!as!interests!of!private!
development.!If!the!district!elects!to!further!explore!its!redevelopment!partnership!
options,!a!next!step!could!include:!convening!a!roundtable!of!developers!to!get!a!
broader!range!of!ideas!for!development!potential!prior!to!establishing!any!Request!for!
Qualifications!process!for!developer!selection!that!would!ultimately!be!required.!

 
!  
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Appendix 
Appendix 1. Sale vs. Ground Lease Analysis 
To!determine!an!appropriate!valuation!for!sales!numbers!and!ground!lease,!ECO!used!the!
assumptions!detailed!in!Exhibit!5.!!

Exhibit 5.  Valuation Assumptions 
 Assumptions Full Blocks Half Blocks 
Ground Lease 7% annually for 50 

Years Value of 
$125/SF 
Increases 3% 
annually 
Discount rate of 5% 
 

Annual revenue 
$805,000  

 
Net Present Value 

$24.8 Million 

Annual revenue 
$402,000   

 
Net Present Value 

$12.4 Million 

Sale $100/SF (Low) 
$150/SF (High) 

Low: $9.2 Million 
High: $13.8 Million 

Low $4.6 Million 
High $6.9 Million 

!
Definitions:!!

! Net#present#value!–!A!calculation!that!compares!the!amount!invested!today!to!
the!present!value!of!the!future!cash!receipts!from!the!investment. 

! Discount#rate!–!In!accounting,!this!is!the!rate!used!to!discount!future!cash!flows!in!order!
to!determine!their!present!value.!The!rate!takes!into!account!not!just!the!time!value!of!
money,!but!also!the!risk!or!uncertainty!of!future!cash!flows.!!
!!

 
Appendix 2. Development Assumptions 
ECONorthwest!developed!five!pro!forma!models!to!show!a!range!of!development!feasibility!
options!for!the!Lincoln!High!site.!Exhibit!6!shows!the!assumptions!used!to!develop!the!pro!
forma!models!for!each!scenario,!as!well!as!the!details!on!potential!investment!return.!
Assumptions!that!are!the!same!across!all!scenarios!include:!!

! Ground!lease,!per!assumptions!in!Exhibit!5.!!

! Soft!costs!are!assumed!to!be!30%!of!hard!costs.!

! Inflation!factor!for!both!costs!and!rents!assumed!to!be!3%!annually.!
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Exhibit 6.  Feasibility Analysis Findings and Assumptions 
 B. Full Blocks C. Half Blocks 

 B1. Market Rate Apartments B2. Market/Affordable (40% of 
units affordable at 60% of MFI) 

B3. Hotel B4. Office Multifamily  

Size 220 Units 
12 Stories 

220 Units  
12 Stories 

271 Rooms 
6 Stories 

223,000 GSF 
8 Stories 

100 Units  
6 stories 

Assumptions O BR: 450 SF  
1 BR: 650 SF 
2 BR: 900 SF 
 

40% (88 units) are affordable (see 
unit mix for affordable housing 
below);  
9% LIHTC – Credit for 10 Years - 
$19 million 
Same unit sizes as market-rate 
scenario 

Wood frame 
construction 
Upper mid scale  
(e.g. Holiday Inn or 
Marriott Residence 
Inn) 

 Wood frame construction 
O BR: 450 SF  
1 BR: 650 SF 
2 BR: 900 SF 

Total Dev’t Cost $62 Million $62 Million $37 Million $64 Million $23 Million 

Construction  
Hard Cost 

$220 per SF 
 

$220 per SF 
 

$137,000/room  
all in 

$185 per SF plus $50 per 
SF TI allowance 

$165 per SF 
 

Unit mix  Affordable Unit Mix1    

Rents Size Units Rent/month PSF Size Units Rent/month PSF ADR of $120  
Occupancy of 72% 

NNN of $28 per SF  
12% Vacancy 
 

Size Units Rent/month PSF 

0BR 100  $1,350 $3  0BR 40  $1,214  $2.70 0BR 40  $1,305 $2.90 

1BR 60  $1,820 $2.80  1BR 22  $1,301  $2.00 1BR 30  $1,755 $2.70 

2BR 60  $2,340 $2.60  2BR 26  $1,561 $1.73 2BR 30  $2,250 $2.50 

Financial 
Performance 
Assumption 

20% equity 10% equity and LIHTC 20% Equity 40% Equity 20% Equity 

Financial 
Performance  

• Negative Cash flow through Yr 3 
• IRR of 4.5% with 6.5 CAP after 

Year 10 
• Does not perform well on either 

measure 

• Negative Cash flow year 1, up 
to 17% by Year 10 

• Performs well on IRR: IRR of 
17% with 6.5 CAP after Year 10  
 

Performs well on both 
measures 
• Positive cash flow 

range of 3% to 17% 
• IRR of 13% 

assuming sale at 8 
CAP after 10 Years 

Does not perform well 
financially 
• Cash on Cash return of 

starting at 2% growing 
to 6% in Year 10 

• IRR of 2.7% with 7 CAP 
after Year 10 

Decent performance on both 
measures 
• Negative Cash flow in year 1, up 

to 9% in Year 10 
• IRR of 8.7% with 6.5 CAP after 

10 Years 
 

 The details of these financials are available in ECONorthwest’s pro formas.  
! !

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1!In!addition!to!the!40%!of!units!affordable!at!60%!of!MFI!(shown!in!the!unit),!this!scenario!assumed!that!60%!of!units!would!have!market!rate!rents.!The!unit!mix!for!
market!rate!units!is!60!studios,!38!1Ebedrooms,!and!34!2Ebedrooms!with!the!same!rent!assumptions!as!scenario!B1!–!Market!Rate!Apartments.!
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Appendix 3. Detailed scenario alternatives 
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 Board of Education Informational Report 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
Date:  August 27, 2015 
 
To:  Board of Education  
 
From:  Jon Isaacs, Chief, Communications and Public Affairs 

Judy Brennan, Director, Enrollment and Transfer  
 
         
Subject: Enrollment Balancing Values Framework     
 
 
This memo provides a brief description of the materials provided to you in preparation for a 
discussion of the current status of district-wide enrollment balancing efforts at the September 1, 
2015 Board meeting. 
 
Soon after making an informational presentation to you last month, the District-wide Boundary 
Review Advisory Committee (D-BRAC) presented a “District-wide Boundary Review Values and 
Policy Framework” to Superintendent Smith.  She has reviewed the document and has 
suggested only minimal changes.  A summary of the “Enrollment Balancing Values Framework” 
is attached for your review. 
 
Attached please also find copies of D-BRAC’s final document and the Oregon Kitchen Table 
PPS 2025 Survey summary.   
 
At the meeting, we hope to answer any questions or concerns you have with this framework 
prior to bringing you a resolution to affirm this framework for our upcoming enrollment balancing 
process.  
 
Please feel free to contact either of us in advance of the September 1 Board meeting, should 
you wish more immediate clarification of the attached materials. 



Overview of District‐wide Enrollment Balancing Values and Policy Framework 

BACKGROUND 

 In July 2015, the District‐wide Boundary Review Advisory Committee delivered to Superintendent Smith 

a District‐wide Boundary Review Values and Policy Framework.  She has accepted this document and, in 

support of one of the committee’s key recommendations, has renamed it to reflect that it will be used 

to guide all major enrollment change decisions, not just boundary changes. 

FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS 

• Guiding Values 

– Equity in process and outcomes 

– Access to equitable and effective programs 

– Facilities that provide appropriate environment for effective programs 

• Desired Outcomes 

– Strong and stable enrollment in all schools 

– Clear, responsive and transparent process 

– Evidence that the Racial Equity Lens has been incorporated into enrollment balancing 

process 

• Apply values framework to all components  of enrollment changes (not just boundaries): 

– Transfer adjustments 

– Building capacity changes 

– Regional program relocation or re‐sizing 

– Grade reconfigurations 

– Boundary change 

– Opening or closing schools 

• Additional guidance  

– Pace of change for near‐term decisions 

– Implementation resources 

– Technical components 

– Community input 

– Long‐term process 

– Alternative enrollment methods for neighborhood schools 

• No PPS policy changes recommended at this time 

– Long‐term:  Establish policies for other enrollment balancing levers 

• Suggestions to improve administrative directive 4.10.049‐AD 

NEXT STEPS 

The D‐BRAC will continue to advise the Superintendent on developing enrollment balancing plans this 

fall to meet the guiding values and desired outcomes listed above.  The Superintendent is expected to 

recommend a plan for change to the PPS Board of Directors for final decision by February 2016. 
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! TG!H,F,*1N')./'6,3177,./')'N613,--'I16')'317N6,D,.-2F,'6,F2,8'1I'ED,'-3D11*'

K1+./)62,-'/2-E623E"82/,')./'N1*232,-'6,*)E,/'E1'-E+/,.E')--2O.7,.E')./'E6).-I,6'E1'
K,EE,6')*2O.'82ED'ED,'$)32)*'U/+3)E21.)*'UV+2E4'01*234')./'N6171E,'-E61.O'3)NE+6,'6)E,-'
)./')3)/,723'N61O6)7-')E',F,64'O6)/,'*,F,*PW'' 

 
0+6-+).E'E1'ED2-'6,-1*+E21.='00M'6,E)2.,/'ED,'0MX'&,.E,6'I16'0+K*23'M,6F23,'2.'?@AL'E1'N61F2/,'

O+2/).3,'1.'7).)O2.O',.61**7,.E'O618ED'2.')*2O.7,.E'82ED'ED,'/2-E623EQ-',V+2E4'O1)*-P''
Y7N16E).E*4='0MX'-E)II'.1E,/'ED)E',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'81+*/'.1E'K,'-+33,--I+*'82ED1+E'I26-E'16'
-27+*E).,1+-*4')//6,--2.O'N61O6)7',V+2E4='-3D11*'31.I2O+6)E21.=')./',.61**7,.E')./'E6).-I,6P''

CD,26'6,N16E'31.E)2.-'-,F,.'6,3177,./)E21.-S 

AP U-E)K*2-D2.O')'8169')./'3177+.23)E21.-'N*).'
?P U-E)K*2-D2.O'!"#$%&'

ZP !,F,*1N2.O')'317N6,D,.-2F,')./'+-,6"I62,./*4'8,K-2E,'E1'-+NN16E'3177+.2E4'
,.O)O,7,.EP'

LP U.-+62.O'ED,'N61F2-21.'1I')'K)-,*2.,'1I'N61O6)7-')E',F,64'-3D11*=')F)2*)K*,'E1',F,64'

-E+/,.EP'
BP U.O)O2.O'ED,'3177+.2E4'E1',-E)K*2-D')'-,E'1I'F)*+,-'E1'O+2/,'00M'/,32-21.-')361--'

N61O6)7-')./'/,N)6E7,.E-'

[P &17K2.2.O'!"#$%&')./'M%&UC')E'-17,'N12.E'2.'ED,'I+E+6,'
RP X-2.O'ED,'F)*+,-'GI617'$,3177,./)E21.'BH'E1'/,F,*1N')'?@?B'F2-21.'I16'00M=')./'

1N,6)E21.)*2\,'ED,'F)*+,-')./'F2-21.')361--'ED,'/2-E623EP''
 
Y.')3316/).3,'82ED'ED,-,'6,3177,./)E21.-='!"#$%&'8)-'I167,/'2.'J1F,7K,6'?@ALP''MN,32I23'

/,*2F,6)K*,-'I16'!"#$%&'2.3*+/,S'
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! $,3177,./2.O'K1+./)64'3D).O,-'E1'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E'E1'6,*2,F,')3+E,',.61**7,.E'

2--+,-')E'ED,'-3D11*-'2/,.E2I2,/'K4'00M'82ED'ED,'71-E'362E23)*',.61**7,.E'N61K*,7-P''
G&17N*,E,/'2.'>).+)64'?@ABH 

! $,3177,./2.O')'K1+./)64'3D).O,'F)*+,-'I6)7,8169']'.,3,--)64'N1*234'6,F2-21.-P''GCD,'

-+K^,3E'1I'ED2-'6,N16EH' 
! 061F2/2.O').')--,--7,.E'E1'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E'1.'ED,')NN*23)E21.'1I'ED,'#1)6/"

)NN61F,/'I6)7,8169'E1'-E)II"O,.,6)E,/'K1+./)64'3D).O,'1NE21.-P'GM3D,/+*,/'I16'5)**'

?@ABH 
 
!"#$%&'7,7K,6-D2N'31.-2-E-'1I'6,N6,-,.E)E2F,-'I617'F)621+-'-E)9,D1*/,6'O61+N-='2.3*+/2.OS 
 

! 016E*)./'&1+.32*'0C% 
! 016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-'#1)6/'1I'!26,3E16- 
! 016E*)./'%--132)E21.'1I'C,)3D,6- 
! &1)*2E21.'1I'&177+.2E2,-'1I'&1*16 
! M+N,62.E,./,.EQ-'ME+/,.E'%/F2-164'&1+.32* 
! 016E*)./'%--132)E21.'1I'0+K*23'M3D11*'%/72.2-E6)E16- 
! M+N,62.E,./,.EQ-'%/F2-164'&1772EE,,'1.'U.61**7,.E']'C6).-I,6' 
! 016E*)./'_,E61N1*2E).'%--132)E21.'1I'$,)*E16- 
! &2E4'1I'016E*)./ 
! 016E*)./'ME)E,'X.2F,6-2E4'01N+*)E21.'$,-,)63D'&,.E,6 
! 00M'&,.E6)*'!,N)6E7,.E-S''U)6*4'`,)6.,6-='UV+2E4')./'0)6E.,6-D2N-='M3D11*'0,6I167).3,='

5)32*2E2,-')./'aN,6)E21.-' 
! 016E*)./'b1+-2.O'#+6,)+'

 
CD,'31772EE,,'7,E'?A'E27,-'K,E8,,.'J1F,7K,6'?@AL')./'>+.,'?@AB='2.3*+/2.O').'D2-E1623'
.,2ODK16D11/'E1+6')./'E81'*2-E,.2.O'-,--21.-'82ED'3177+.2E4'7,7K,6-P''CD,'O61+N'6,F2,8,/'
,cE,.-2F,'K)39O61+./'2.I167)E21.'1.'-3D11*'I)32*2E2,-=',.61**7,.E')./'N61O6)772.O=')-'8,**')-'

6,-+*E-'I617'ED,'00M'?@?B'-+6F,4P''CD,'O61+N')*-1'6,F2,8,/'2.I167)E21.'1.'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'
N1*232,-'I617'1ED,6'-3D11*'/2-E623E-P''Y.I167)E21.'O)ED,6,/'I617'ED,-,'-1+63,-'1F,6'-,F,6)*'
71.ED-'2-'2.316N16)E,/'2.E1'ED,'I1**182.O'K1+./)64'I6)7,8169P'' 
 
CD,'K1+./)64'I6)7,8169'1+E*2.,/'K,*18'2.3*+/,-S'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-='/,-26,/'1+E317,-='-D16E')./'

*1.O"E,67')3E21.-=')./'-+OO,-E,/'6,F2-21.-'E1'ED,')/72.2-E6)E2F,'/26,3E2F,'ED)E'O1F,6.-'
K1+./)64'3D).O,'N613,/+6,-P 
'

CD,'31772EE,,'F1E,/'?@'E1'?'2.'-+NN16E'1I'ED2-'/13+7,.EP'A'7,7K,6')K-E)2.,/P'Z'7,7K,6-'
8,6,')K-,.EP''G!2--,.E2.O'F2,8N12.E-')6,'.1E,/')E'ED,',./'1I',)3D'.+7K,6,/'-,3E21.'1I'ED,'
6,N16EPH'
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!"##$%&"%'()*"%")%(+,)-(./)&&(01"2$34(56$("%&,)78/&")%(#6)827(619$("%/287$7(&6$(,)2$()+(&6$(

:$++$,#)%(/28#&$,(/)--8%"&3("%(/1&123;"%'(<<.(&)(&1=$()%(7"#&,"/&>?"7$($%,)22-$%&(@121%/"%'A(

 
CF+ >-/$*G$+H-%+!',2=>I#+(-%9 
 
U)6*4'2.'ED,'!"#$%&'N613,--='2E-'7,7K,6-')O6,,/'ED)E'!"#$%&Q-'8169'81+*/'K,'K)-,/'1.'ED,'
I1**182.O'-D)6,/'K,*2,I-')./').'+./,6-E)./2.O'1I'ED,'6,*,F).E'00M'N1*234'31.E,cES'' 
 

! !"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E',F,64'-E+/,.E='6,O)6/*,--'1I'6)3,='2.317,'16'\2N'31/,'-D1+*/'

)3D2,F,'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*')./'ED62F,')E'00MP''CD2-'2-'-1',F,.'ED1+OD='2.'ED,'3+66,.E'-4-E,7='
ED,6,')6,'-2O.2I23).E'/2-N)62E2,-'2.'-E+/,.E'-+33,--P'' 

 
! !"#$%&'+./,6-E)./-'/2-N)62E2,-'2.',/+3)E21.)*'1+E317,-')6,')'6,-+*E'1I'ED,'N,6-2-E,.E'

27N)3E-'1I'2.-E2E+E21.)*'6)32-7P''CD,')3D2,F,7,.E'O)N'7).2I,-E-'2.'2.,V+2E)K*,'27N)3E-'

,cN,62,.3,/'K4'*18,6'2.317,'D1+-,D1*/-')./'3177+.2E2,-'1I'31*16'6,-+*E2.O'2.'N)6E'
I617'ED,'*)-E2.O'-,O6,O)E21.'1I'1+6'.,2ODK16D11/-='O,.E62I23)E21.=')./'6,*)E,/'-3D11*'
,.61**7,.E'2.-E)K2*2E4P' 

 
! !"#$%&')39.18*,/O,-'ED)E='2.').',II16E'E1'K+2*/')'-3D11*'-4-E,7'ED)E'-+NN16E-',F,64'

-E+/,.EQ-'N1E,.E2)*'E1'ED62F,='ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E'*,/'00M'E1'+./,6E)9,')'.+7K,6'1I'
,II16E-'E1',*272.)E,'ED,')3D2,F,7,.E'O)N-P''CD,-,'2.3*+/,'ED,'$)32)*'U/+3)E21.)*'UV+2E4'
01*234')./'N1*232,-'ED)E'-+NN16E')**13)E2.O'716,'K+/O,E')./'-E)II2.O'6,-1+63,-'2.'-3D11*-'

8D,6,'.,,/,/'E1')//6,--'O)N-P''M+33,--'1I'ED,-,',II16E-')6,'2.'N)6E'7,)-+6,/'K4'
N61O6,--'2.'ED,'_2*,-E1.,'56)7,8169'E1N'N62162E2,-S 

 
" U.-+6,'ED)E')**'-E+/,.E-')6,'6,)/2.O')E'O6)/,'*,F,*'K4'ED,',./'1I'Z6/'

O6)/,d 
" $,/+3,'1+E'1I'-3D11*'/2-32N*2.,'I16')**'-E+/,.E-'K4'B@e')./'6,/+3,'ED,'

/2-N)62E4'1I'-+-N,.-21.-')./',cN+*-21.-'K,E8,,.'8D2E,'-E+/,.E-')./'
-E+/,.E-'1I'31*16'K4'B@ed')./= 

" %33,*,6)E,'ED,'E6)^,3E164'1I'ED,'O6)/+)E21.'6)E,'2.36,)-, 
 

! !"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E='K4'O6)/+)E21.=')**'-E+/,.E-'-D1+*/'K,'N1-2E2F,')./'N61/+3E2F,'
32E2\,.-'8D1')6,',2ED,6S',.O)O,/'2.')'N1-E"-,31./)64'31+6-,'1I'-E+/4='N6,N)6,/'E1'
-+33,,/')E')'317N,E2E2F,'31**,O,'16'+.2F,6-2E4='16'N6,N)6,/'E1'-+33,,/'2.'ED,'8169I163,'

16'2./+-E64'E6)/,-P 
 

! !"#$%&'6,31O.2\,-'ED)E')'-4-E,7'ED)E'-,6F,-'ED,'.,,/-'1I')'/2F,6-,'-E+/,.E'K1/4'f'
2.3*+/2.O'6)3,g,ED.232E4='*).O+)O,='2.317,='O,./,6='C%h')./'-E+/,.E-'6,3,2F2.O'-N,32)*'
,/+3)E21.'-,6F23,-'f'7+-E',.-+6,'ED)E',F,64'-E+/,.E'D)-')33,--'E1',V+2E)K*,')./'
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,II,3E2F,'N61O6)7-')./'-,6F23,-'E1'D,*N'ED,7'6,)3D'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*'2.'016E*)./'0+K*23'

M3D11*-P' 
 

! !"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E'7)2.E)2.2.O'D,)*ED4')./'-E)K*,',.61**7,.E')E'.,2ODK16D11/'
-3D11*-'2-').',--,.E2)*'E11*'E1',.-+6,'ED)E')**'-E+/,.E-'D)F,',V+2E)K*,')33,--'E1'ED,'
N61O6)7-')./'-,6F23,-'ED,4'.,,/'E1')3D2,F,'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*P'' 

 
! !"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E'ED,'-3D11*'/2-E623EQ-',II16E-')E',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'f'K1ED'ED,'

/,32-21."7)92.O'N613,--')./'27N*,7,.E)E21.'f'D)F,'K,,.'2.31.-2-E,.E')./'+.3*,)6'I16'

7).4'4,)6-P''CD2-'D)-'*,/'E1'72-E6+-E'1I'ED,'2.E,.E='I)26.,--')./',II,3E2F,.,--'1I'ED,'00M'
)NN61)3D'E1',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.OP'516',c)7N*,='/,-N2E,'1.O12.O',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'

)3E2F2E2,-='B@e'1I'00M',*,7,.E)64='i";')./'72//*,'-3D11*-')6,'3+66,.E*4'1F,63618/,/'16'
+./,6",.61**,/P 

 
! !"#$%&'6,31O.2\,-'ED)E'I16,3)-E'O618ED'2.'-E+/,.E',.61**7,.E'1I'716,'ED).'B=@@@'

-E+/,.E-'2.'ED,'.,cE'A@'4,)6-'7)9,-'D)F2.O').',II,3E2F,='E6).-N)6,.E')./',V+2E)K*,'
,.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'-4-E,7',F,.'716,'362E23)*'E1'-E+/,.E'-+33,--')./',V+2E)K*,'

1+E317,-P 
 
!"##$%&"%'()*"%")%(+,)-(!>0BCD(-$-@$,(E"/6$2$(C,%&;4(!>0BCD(#6)827(7$#/,"@$(1%7(

/)%&$F&812";$(&6$(/8,,$%&(*)2"/3(&61&(')9$,%#(#&87$%&(1##"'%-$%&(&)(%$"'6@),6))7(#/6))2#(

GH@)8%71,3I(*)2"/3J(1#(*1,&()+(1(21,'$,(#3#&$-()+($%,)22-$%&(@121%/"%'(&))2#K(1%7(&6$",(1##)/"1&$7(

*)2"/"$#A(56$(9128$#("7$%&"+"$7(@3(+1-"2"$#K(#&87$%&#(1%7(&$1/6$,#("%(&6$(LMLN(.8,9$3(1#(7$#",1@2$(

1&&,"@8&$#()+(1(%$"'6@),6))7(#/6))2(1%7(1##"'%-$%&(#3#&$-(#6)827(@$("%/287$7(1%7("228-"%1&$7K(

?"&6(7"#1'',$'1&$7(71&1(&61&(6"'62"'6&#(1%7(*,"),"&";$#(&6$(9128$#()+(O6"#&),"/1223(8%7$,#$,9$7O(

#&1=$6)27$,#A 
 
@F+ + !',2=>+=::%-0&<J++!*H"/*+$<*+405.*#+$<0$+K.")*+0/+LHH*&$"3*A+
M%0/#:0%*/$A+0/)+LN."$0;5*+L/%-558*/$+,050/&"/O+P1#$*8+7%08*(-%9+0/)+
6-5"&1+2*3"*(+ 
 
!"#$%&'6,F2,8,/'ED,',c2-E2.O'00M'N1*234'I16'K1+./)64'3D).O,-')./'I1+./'ED)E'2E'*)39-'3*,)6'
-E)E,7,.E-'ED)E'/,I2.,'ED,'F)*+,-')./'/,-26,/'1+E317,-'ED,'N613,--'2-'/,-2O.,/'E1')3317N*2-DP'

!"#$%&Q-'2.2E2)*'N61/+3E'2-')'/,I2.2E21.'1I'F)*+,-')./'/,-26,/'1+E317,-'ED)E'O+2/,/'1+6'N1*234'
6,F2,8')./='2I')/1NE,/'K4'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E')./'ED,'M3D11*'#1)6/='82**'3*)62I4'ED,'N613,--')./'
2.E,.E'1I'K1+./)64'6,F2,8P 
 
%//2E21.)**4='2E'K,3)7,'3*,)6'ED)E'K1+./)64'3D).O,'2-'1.*4'1.,'2.')'-+2E,'1I'E11*-'ED)E'7)9,'+N')'

317N6,D,.-2F,',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'-4-E,7P''CD,'1ED,6'E11*-'2.'ED2-'-4-E,7')*-1'*)39'ED,'
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31.E,cE'1I'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-')./'/,-26,/'1+E317,-P''UF,.'716,'E61+K*2.O'2-'ED)E'ED,-,'1ED,6'E11*-'

*)39'3*,)6*4')6E23+*)E,/')./'E6).-N)6,.E'N1*232,-'ED)E'D,*N'00M'I)72*2,-'+./,6-E)./'D18'ED,'
-4-E,7'8169-')-')'8D1*,'E1'62ODE'-2\,'-3D11*-P''#,*18='!"#$%&'/,-362K,-'-D16E")./'*1.O"E,67'
)3E21.-'E1'27N61F,'ED2-'-4-E,7P 
 
52.)**4='!"#$%&')*-1'6,3177,./-'3D).O,-'E1'-N,32I23'*).O+)O,'2.'ED,',c2-E2.O'00M'%/72.2-E6)E2F,'

!26,3E2F,'LPA@P@Lj"%!='ME+/,.E'%--2O.7,.E'$,F2,8')./'M3D11*'#1+./)64'&D).O,-P 
 
%P' h+2/2.O'()*+,- 
 
!"#$%&Q-'6,3177,./)E21.-')6,'O61+./,/'2.'ED6,,'F)*+,-S'UV+2E4='%33,--=')./'U.F261.7,.EP'
CD,-,'F)*+,-'8,6,'/,F,*1N,/'ED61+OD'31772EE,,'/2-3+--21.')./'2.I167,/'K4'ED,'00M'?@?B'

-+6F,4P''CD,4')6,')*-1'2./,N,./,.E'1I='K+E')*2O.,/'82ED'F)*+,-'/,F,*1N,/'K4'1ED,6'-E)9,D1*/,6'
O61+N-='2.3*+/2.O'ED,'`1.O'$).O,'5)32*2E2,-'&1772EE,,A')./'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.EQ-'%/F2-164'
&1772EE,,'1.'U.61**7,.E')./'C6).-I,6'GM%&UCH?P' 

 
!"#$%& 

! UV+2E4'2.'N613,--')./'1+E317,-'2-')'N627)64'/,E,672.).E'1I'-+33,--I+*'K1+./)64'

6,F2,8P''Y.'16/,6'I16',F,64'-E+/,.E'E1'ED62F,'2.'00M='6,O)6/*,--'1I'/,71O6)ND23='
ED,'!2-E623E'82**'+-,'2E-'$)32)*'U/+3)E21.)*'UV+2E4'01*234'8D,.'/,F,*1N2.O'
K1+./)64'6,F2,8'1NE21.G-H=')./'82**')NN*4'ED,'$)32)*'UV+2E4'`,.-'ED61+OD1+E'ED,'

N613,--'E1',.-+6,'ED)E'K1+./)64'3D).O,'1+E317,-')6,',V+2E)K*,P 
 

! UV+2E4')*-1'7,).-'*1192.O')E')**'/,71O6)ND23-')./',/+3)E21.)*'O61+N-'GU.O*2-D"
`).O+)O,'`,)6.,6-='-E+/,.E-'6,3,2F2.O'-N,32)*',/+3)E21.')./'E)*,.E,/')./'O2IE,/'
-,6F23,-='-E+/,.E-'1I'31*16='*18"2.317,'-E+/,.E-=',E3PH'E1',.-+6,'ED)E'N1*234'

-+NN16E-'-E61.O'1+E317,-'I16'ED,-,=')./').4'1ED,6'2/,.E2I2,/'-+KO61+N-P 
 
'(()** 
$,O)6/*,--'1I').4'-E+/,.E'/,71O6)ND23=',F,64'-E+/,.E'82**'D)F,')33,--'E1=')./'

1NN16E+.2E2,-'E1'K,.,I2E'I617=',V+2E)K*,')./',II,3E2F,')3)/,723'N61O6)7-='2.3*+/2.O'
,.623D7,.Eg,*,3E2F,'1II,62.O-')./')NN61N62)E,'2./2F2/+)*2\,/'-+NN16E'-,6F23,-'ED)E'
,.-+6,'ED)E'ED,4'3).'ED62F,')./')3D2,F,'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*'2.'016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-P 
 
+

                                                
1 `1.O'$).O,'5)32*2E2,-'0*).'016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-='_)4='?@AZ'NOP'AB 
2'M%&UC'$,3177,./)E21.-'E1'%*2O.'ED,'U.61**7,.E']'C6).-I,6'M4-E,7')./'ED,'$)32)*'U/+3)E21.)*'UV+2E4'
01*234'I16'016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-='a3E1K,6'?;='?@AL='0)O,'?j 
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!,-$./,0),% 
'Y.'16/,6'E1',.)K*,',V+2E)K*,')33,--'E1'N61O6)7-=')**'-3D11*'I)32*2E2,-'-D1+*/'D)F,'ED,'
)NN61N62)E,'-E+/,.E',.61**7,.E='O6)/,'31.I2O+6)E21.=')./'ND4-23)*'-+NN16E'I16'

N61O6)77)E23'.,,/-Z'ED)E'7)E3D'ED,'-2\,'1I'ED,'I)32*2E4P 
 
#P' !,-26,/'a+E317,- 
 
516'3+66,.E')./'I+E+6,'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'N613,--,-='!"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E'ED,'I1**182.O')6,'

N627)64'1+E317,-'ED)E'-+NN16E'ED,')K2*2E4'1I'-3D11*-'E1'1II,6',V+2E)K*,')./',II,3E2F,'N61O6)7-='
,.623D7,.E-g,*,3E2F,-=')./'-+NN16E-S 
 

! P$%-/O+0/)+#$0;5*+*/%-558*/$+"/+055+#&<--5#+f'CD2-'2-')3D2,F,/'K4S'' 
%P CD,',*272.)E21.'1I'+./,6",.61**7,.E')./'1F,63618/2.O')E'00M'-3D11*-d')./' 
#P CD,'31.E2.+)E21.'1I'D2OD'6)E,-'1I'-3D11*")O,/'-E+/,.E-')EE,./2.O'!2-E623E'

-3D11*-P 
! =+&5*0%A+%*#:-/#"3*+0/)+$%0/#:0%*/$+:%-&*##'ED)E'/,E,672.,-'8D,.'E1')NN*4'ED,'

)NN61N62)E,',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'*,F,6='2.3*+/2.O'K1+./)64'6,F2,8P''00M'I)72*2,-'-D1+*/'
K,')K*,'E1'+./,6-E)./'D18'ED,'-4-E,7'8169-'f'K1ED'2.'N)6E-')./')-')'8D1*,'f'E1'62ODE"
-2\,'-3D11*-P 

! L3")*/&*+$<0$+$<*+20&"05+LN."$1+Q*/#+<0#+;**/+"/&-%:-%0$*)'2.E1')--,--2.O')./'
27N*,7,.E2.O').4',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'N613,--='2.3*+/2.O'K1+./)64'6,F2,8P 

 
&P' CD,'U.61**7,.E'#)*).32.O'56)7,8169 
 
Y.'16/,6'I16'016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-'E1'7).)O,',.61**7,.E'3D).O,-'K1ED'E6).-N)6,.E*4')./'

,V+2E)K*4='!"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E'ED,'!2-E623E'.,,/-')'3*,)6'I6)7,8169'E1'7).)O,='6,-1*F,')./'
N6,F,.E'2--+,-'1I'1F,63618/2.O'16'+./,6",.61**7,.E')E').4'-3D11*P''!"#$%&'-,,-'K1+./)64'
3D).O,')-'1.*4'1.,'1I'7+*E2N*,'8)4-'E1')3D2,F,'K)*).3,/',.61**7,.E')361--'-3D11*-P''Uc2-E2.O'

*).O+)O,L'2/,.E2I2,-'-2c'*,F,6-'ED,'!2-E623E'3).'+-,'E1'6,-1*F,'ED,-,'2--+,-S 
 

AP &D).O2.O'ED,'.+7K,6'1I'E6).-I,6-'
?P %/^+-E2.O'K+2*/2.O'3)N)32E4'K4')//2.O'E,7N16)64'I)32*2E2,-='+NO6)/2.O',c2-E2.O'

-3D11*'K+2*/2.O'16'6,N+6N1-2.O'N)6E'1I')'I)32*2E4'

ZP UcN)./2.O='71F2.O'16'3*1-2.O'N61O6)7-')./'I13+-'1NE21.-'
LP $,-E6+3E+62.O'ED,'/,*2F,64'1I',II,3E2F,'2.-E6+3E21.'GO6)/,'31.I2O+6)E21.H'

                                                
3 CD2-',.317N)--,-')**'I)32*2E2,-'.,,/-'E1'-+NN16E'/,*2F,64'1I'N61O6)7-=',*,3E2F,-g,.623D7,.E-=')./'
-+NN16E-'ED)E'7,,E'ED,'.,,/-'1I',F,64'-E+/,.EP'Uc)7N*,-'2.3*+/,S'M32,.3,'*)K-='6117-'I16'-E+/,.E-'
6,3,2F2.O'-N,32)*',/+3)E21.'-,6F23,-=',E3P 
4'M,,'M,3E21.'Z#'1I'%/72.2-E6)E2F,'!26,3E2F,'LPA@P@Lj"%! 
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BP aN,.2.O')'.,8'-3D11*'16'3*1-2.O').',c2-E2.O'-3D11*'

[P &D).O2.O'K1+./)62,-'
 
&+66,.E'N1*234')./')/72.2-E6)E2F,'/26,3E2F,-'/1'.1E')/,V+)E,*4'O+2/,')**'N)6E-'1I'ED2-',.61**7,.E'
K)*).32.O'-4-E,7P''&+66,.E'O+2/).3,'2-'2.-+II232,.E'2.'ED,'I1**182.O'8)4-S 
 

! J1'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-'ED)E')*2O.')**',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'*,F,6-'E1')3D2,F,',II,3E2F,'
)./',V+2E)K*,',.61**7,.E'31./2E21.-'2.')**'K+2*/2.O-P 

! J1'7,E623-='E62OO,6-')./'N1*232,-'E1'/,E,672.,'8D23D'*,F,6G-H'-D1+*/'K,')NN*2,/'

E1'-1*F,').',.61**7,.E'2--+,P 
 
h2F,.'ED2-=')./'K)-,/'1.'#1)6/'$,-1*+E21.'LRA;='!"#$%&'1II,6-'ED,'I1**182.O'6,3177,./)E21.'
N)39)O,'ED)E'82**')**18'ED,'!2-E623E'E1'7).)O,'ED,'3+66,.E'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'N613,--=')-'8,**')-'
7).)O,'I+E+6,',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O',II16E-S' 
 
!P' %3E21.'0*).'E1'#+2*/'ED,'061N1-,/'U.61**7,.E'#)*).32.O'56)7,8169 

.6),&>&$,-(1/&")%#4 

M,F,6,'27K)*).3,-'2.',.61**7,.E')E'7).4'-3D11*-'2.'00M'6,V+26,')'-4-E,7"82/,'6,K)*).32.O='E1'
K,'27N*,7,.E,/'2.'ED,'?@A["AR'-3D11*'4,)6P''CD,'I1**182.O'6,3177,./)E21.-'-D1+*/'O+2/,'ED2-'

N613,--S 

AP U.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'6,F2,8'-D1+*/'133+6+)..+)**4'1.')'/2-E623E"82/,'K)-2-='
8D23D'2.3*+/,-')**',*,7,.E)64='i";='72//*,=')./'D2OD'-3D11*-P'

?P U.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'6,F2,8'82**'*,F,6)O,'32E482/,'/)E)'1.'N1N+*)E21.='D1+-2.O='

,E3P'E1'E)9,'2.E1')331+.E'*1.O'E,67'N1N+*)E21.'N61^,3E21.-'GB"R'4,)6-HP'
ZP CD,'!2-E623E'82**')NN*4'K1ED'CD,'$)32)*'UV+2E4'`,.-+)./'!"#$%&Q-'UV+2E4'F)*+,(

-E)E,7,.E(E1')**',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'/,32-21.-P''

LP CD,'!2-E623E'-D1+*/')NN*4'ED,'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-')./'7,)-+6,'6,-+*E-')O)2.-E'/,-26,/'
1+E317,'I16')**',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O',II16E-P''%-'.1E,/')K1F,='ED,-,'F)*+,-'
6,2.I163,'1ED,6'F)*+,-')/1NE,/'2.'6,3,.E'E6).-I,6'N1*234'3D).O,-')./'ED,'`1.O'

$).O,'5)32*2E2,-'0*).P'

12()+/3+4/#,52.&+672,8) 

BP CD,'!2-E623E'-D1+*/'27N*,7,.E'3D).O,')-'V+239*4')-'N1--2K*,P'

)P %*ED1+OD'ED,'-+6F,4'/)E)'2-'-N*2E'1.'ED2-'2--+,='8D,.'/2-)OO6,O)E,/='2E'2-'
3*,)6'ED)E'E,)3D,6-')./'N)6,.E-'2.'C2E*,'A'-3D11*-'3*,)6*4'I)F16'71F2.O'
I)-E,6P''Y.'1ED,6'816/-='ED1-,'71-E'.,O)E2F,*4')II,3E,/'K4'ED,'-E)E+-'V+1'

-E61.O*4'-+NN16E'V+239')3E21.'E18)6/-'716,'K)*).3,/',.61**7,.EP''''
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KP Y.'*2.,'82ED'ED,'!2-E623EQ-'$)32)*'UV+2E4'01*234=')./'!"#$%&Q-',V+2E4'

F)*+,-='3D).O,'-D1+*/'N61E,3E'D2-E1623)**4'+./,6-,6F,/'-E+/,.E-=')./'
ED,'1+E317,-'-D1+*/'K,'1I'.,E'K,.,I2E'E1'ED,7P'

3P CD,'N)3,'1I'3D).O,'7+-E'K,'3)*2K6)E,/'E1')*2O.'82ED'ED,'!2-E623EQ-'

3)N)32E4='K1ED'I2.).32)*')./'D+7).='2.'16/,6'I16'ED2-'E6).-2E21.'E1'
D)NN,.',II,3E2F,*4P'''

/P CD,'E27,*2.,'I16'3D).O,'-D1+*/'K,')*2O.,/'82ED'1ED,6'2.E,6/,N,./,.E'

N613,--,-'-+3D')-'K+/O,E2.O='-E)II2.O='31.-E6+3E21.=',E3P'
[P Y.'16/,6'E1',II,3E'6)N2/'3D).O,-'8D,6,'.,,/,/='!"#$%&'6,3177,./-'/,"

N62162E2\2.O'ED,'362E,62)'1I'T)II,3E2.O'ED,'I,8,-E'.+7K,6'1I'-E+/,.E-W'2.'I)F16'1I'

D)F2.O'ED,'*)6O,-E'27N)3E='8D2*,'9,,N2.O'2.'72./'!"#$%&Q-'F)*+,'1I',V+2E4P''''
%//2E21.)**4='!"#$%&'6,3177,./-'ED)E'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E')./'ED,'#1)6/'
31.-2/,6',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'I16'ED,'?@A["AR'-3D11*'4,)6'E1'K,').'T,c3,NE21.W'

+./,6'-,3E21.'(P#P'1I'ED,'K1)6/'N1*234=')./=')-'.,3,--)64='-+-N,./'ED,'6+*,-'
)--2O.2.O'-E+/,.E-'I1**182.O'K1+./)64'3D).O,-'I16'ED2-'+N3172.O'K1+./)64'
6,F2,8P'

 
9)3$,)+'%%),52,()+:2.8)%*+3/.+4/#,52.&+672,8) 

 
RP !+62.O'ED,'-+77,6'1I'?@AB='00M'-D1+*/'/,I2.,')EE,./).3,'E)6O,E-'K)-,/'1.'ED,'

)K2*2E4'E1'N61F2/,'ED,'.,,/,/'N61O6)772.O')E')'-3D11*P''C1'/1'ED2-='ED,'/2-E623E'
-D1+*/'/1'ED,'I1**182.OS'

)P !,I2.,')'-E)./)6/'I16'8D)E'31.-E2E+E,-'ED,'72c'1I')3)/,723'N61O6)7-'

I16',V+2E)K*4')./',II,3E2F,*4',.-+62.O'-E+/,.E'-+33,--'I16',)3D'*,F,*'1I'
-3D11*'f'i"B='i";='72//*,'-3D11*=')./'D2OD'-3D11*P''CD2-'-D1+*/'2.3*+/,'
316,')3)/,723'N61O6)7-=',.623D7,.Eg,*,3E2F,'1II,62.O-')./')NN61N62)E,'

2./2F2/+)*2\,/'-+NN16E'-,6F23,-'ED)E',.-+6,'ED)E'-E+/,.E-'3).'ED62F,')./'
)3D2,F,'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*'2.'016E*)./'0+K*23'M3D11*-P'''''

KP U-E27)E,'ED,',.61**7,.E'.,,/,/')E')'-3D11*'E1'7,,E'ED2-'N61O6)7'

-E)./)6/P''!,E,672.,'8D23D'-3D11*'K+2*/2.O-'3).'D1*/'-+II232,.E'
,.61**7,.E'E1'7,,E'ED2-'N61O6)7'-E)./)6/P'

3P %**13)E,'ED,'-+NN*,7,.E)*'I+./2.O'.,,/,/')E'-3D11*-'ED)E')6,'+.)K*,'E1'

7,,E'ED,-,',.61**7,.E'*,F,*-'/+,'E1'K+2*/2.O'-2\,'16'1ED,6'I)3E16-P'
'

+

+

+
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;)*/#.()+4/#,52.&+672,8) 

;P Y.')//2E21.'E1',c2-E2.O'I+./2.O'6,-1+63,-B='ED,'/2-E623E'-D1+*/'2/,.E2I4')./'
)**13)E,',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'1N,6)E21.)*'I+./-'E1')NN61N62)E,*4'I2.).3,'
E6).-2E21.-'I16').4'-3D11*'27N)3E,/'K4')'K1+./)64'3D).O,P'''

jP &D).O,'6,V+26,-'N61)3E2F,'6,)--2O.7,.E'1I'6,-1+63,-P'''Y.'1ED,6'816/-'/1**)6-'
-D1+*/'K,')**13)E,/'2.')/F).3,'1I'16'-27+*E).,1+-'82ED'-E+/,.E'6,)--2O.7,.E='
)./'-D1+*/'.1E'*)O'K,D2./'K4'71.ED-'16'4,)6-=')-'D)-'K,,.'ED,'N6)3E23,'/+62.O'

2.-E).3,-'1I'716,'*272E,/'3D).O,P''''
)P YI')'-3D11*Q-'K+2*/2.O'-2\,'16',.61**7,.E'82**'K,'2.-+II232,.E'E1'N61F2/,'

)NN61N62)E,'N61O6)772.O='ED,.'00M'7+-E'N61F2/,S'

2P _16,'316,'I+./2.O'E1'ED,'-3D11*'I16',V+2E)K*,'316,'
N61O6)772.O=',.D).3,7,.E-')./'-+NN16E-='a$'

22P %//2E21.)*'1."O12.O'16'E,7N16)64'I+./2.O'E1',.-+6,')'-3D11*'2-'

N6,N)6,/'2.')/F).3,'1I')./'ED61+OD1+E'ED,'U.61**7,.E'
#)*).32.O'3D).O,P'

</5)=+2,5+1=2,+3/.+4/#,52.&+672,8) 

A@P !+62.O'ED,'-+77,6'1I'?@AB='!2-E623E'-E)II'-D1+*/'71/,*')./',F)*+)E,'ED,'
N1-2E2F,')./'.,O)E2F,'27N)3E-'1I'6)N2/'F,6-+-'716,'O6)/+)*'27N*,7,.E)E21.'1I'
K1+./)64'3D).O,-'ED)E'E)9,-'2.E1')331+.E',/+3)E21.)*'E6).-2E21.'N12.E-'G2P,P'

,.E64'E1'92./,6O)6E,.='72//*,'-3D11*')./'D2OD'-3D11*HP''CD,-,'-3,.)621-'.,,/'E1'
K,'6,)*2-E23'2.'31.-2/,6)E21.'1I'/2-E623E'3)N)32E4='K1ED'I2.).32)*')./'D+7).='E1'
27N*,7,.E'K61)/'3D).O,'2.')'7)..,6'ED)E'2-')'.,E'N1-2E2F,'I16'-E+/,.E-P'

AAP !"#$%&'6,3177,./-'ED)E'ED,'/2-E623E'/,F,*1N')'ED6,,'4,)6'61**2.O'
27N*,7,.E)E21.'N*).'I16')**',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'*,F,6-'2.3*+/2.O'K1+./)64'
6,F2,8'-1'ED)E'!#$%&'3).'+./,6-E)./'ED,')361--'ED,'K1)6/'27N)3E'1I'ED,-,'

F)621+-'N61^,3E,/'3D).O,-'1.'ED,'00M'3177+.2E4P'

>/=$($%+6/00#,$%&+?,@#%+3/.+4/#,52.&+672,8) 

A?P !"#$%&'6,3177,./-'ED)E'ED,'/2-E623E='2.'N)6E.,6-D2N'82ED'ED,'31772EE,,='
/,F,*1N'N*).'I16'3177+.2E4'1+E6,)3D'E1'ED,',.E26,'00M'/2-E623E'6,O)6/2.O'ED,'

)K1F,'/,*2F,6)K*,-=')-'8,**')-').4'K1+./)64'3D).O,-'ED)E')6,'-*)E,/'E1'133+6'2.'
?@A[P''CD,'1+E6,)3D'N*).='I16'K1ED'ED,'!2-E623E')./'ED,'M3D11*'#1)6/='-D1+*/'
)*2O.'82ED'6,3177,./,/'3D).O,-'E1'ED,'%/72.2-E6)E2F,'!26,3E2F,')-'8,**')-'CD,'

$)32)*'UV+2E4'`,.-P''
 

                                                
5 &+66,.E'6,-1+63,'I+./2.O'-1+63,-'2.3*+/,'K+E')6,'.1E'*272E,/'E1S'&16,'I+./2.O'16'O,.,6)*'I+./-='
C2E*,'A'I+./-='/2II,6,.E2)E,/'6,-1+63,-=')./',V+2E4')**13)E21.'I+./2.OP 
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P)%'>&$,-(1/&")%#4 

U-E)K*2-D')'7,6O,/'M%&UCg!"#$%&'31772EE,,'E1')/F2-,')./'N61F2/,')331+.E)K2*2E4'I16')..+)*'

,.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'6,F2,8'/,32-21.-='8D23D'2-'31.-2-E,.E'82ED'6,3177,./)E21.-'1+E*2.,/'2.'
ED,'0MX'6,N16E'2.'?@ALP 

CD,'8169'1I'ED2-'31772EE,,'-D1+*/'2.3*+/,S 

AP %..+)**4'2/,.E2I4=')--,--=')./'6,3177,./'27N*,7,.E)E21.'1I'ED,')NN61N62)E,'
,.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'-1*+E21.-'E1').4'-3D11*G-HP'CD2-'6,F2,8'2.3*+/,-')**'
,*,7,.E)64='72//*,='i";=')./'D2OD'-3D11*-P'

?P UF,64'I2F,'4,)6-=')E')'72.27+7='+./,6E)9,')'N+K*23'N613,--'E1'6,F2,8'ED,'
,II,3E2F,.,--'1I',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'N1*232,-='2.3*+/2.O'K1+./)64'3D).O,'

N1*232,-P''$,3177,./'N1*234'3D).O,-'2I'8)66).E,/P'
ZP !,F,*1N'O+2/2.O'N1*232,-'I16')**'1I'ED,',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'*,F,6-'K)-,/='2.'N)6E='

1.'ED,'K1+./)64'3D).O,'N1*234'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-P'

LP !,F,*1N'362E,62)'E1'/,E,672.,'8D23D',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O'*,F,6'E1'+-,'2.').4'
O2F,.'-2E+)E21.'E1')3D2,F,'K1ED'ED,'O+2/2.O'F)*+,-')./'/,-26,/'1+E317,-P''

BP !,F,*1N'6,3177,./)E21.-'I16'D18'ED,'6+*,-'I16'-E+/,.E')--2O.7,.E'I1**182.O'

K1+./)64'6,F2,8'-+NN16E',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.O')./'1ED,6'N1*232,-'
[P U.O)O,'-E)9,D1*/,6-'27N)3E,/'K4')'K1+./)64'3D).O,'E1'71.2E16')./')--,--'

8D,ED,6'ED,'/,-26,/'1+E317,'8)-')3D2,F,/=')./'2/,.E2I4'*,--1.-'*,)6.,/'E1'

27N61F,'I+E+6,',II16E-P'
RP &1.-2/,6')*E,6.)E2F,-='2.3*+/2.O'ED,'T-1IE'K1+./)64W'71/,*'/,-362K,/'K,*18='E1'

-3D11*')--2O.7,.E'K)-,/'-1*,*4'1.'ED,')//6,--'1I'ED,'-E+/,.EP'''''
 

M<*+RP-H$+,-./)0%1I+S-)*5 

&+66,.E'N1*234'7)9,-')--2O.7,.E-'K)-,/'1.')//6,--P''<D2*,'ED2-'N61F2/,-'-17,'/,O6,,'1I'

3,6E)2.E4'E1'I)72*2,-'2E')*-1'27N,/,-'ED,'/2-E623EQ-')K2*2E4'E1'K)*).3,',.61**7,.E'716,'6)N2/*4P''
CD2-='2.'E+6.='27N,/,-'ED,')K2*2E4'E1',.-+6,'ED)E'-3D11*-')6,'.,2ED,6'E11'3618/,/'.16'E11',7NE4'
E1'-+NN16E'61K+-E'N61O6)7-P 

!"#$%&'6,3177,./-'ED)E'ED,'I+E+6,'U.61**7,.E'#)*).32.O'M4-E,7'31772EE,,',F)*+)E,'
)*E,6.)E2F,'71/,*-'E1'-E+/,.E')--2O.7,.E'ED61+OD')EE,./).3,'K1+./)62,-P''a.,'1NE21.'2-'ED,''
T-1IE'K1+./)64W'71/,*P''CD2-')*E,6.)E2F,'71/,*')--2O.-'-E+/,.E-'E1')'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*')E'

92./,6O)6E,.'G16'8D,.,F,6'ED,4'I26-E',.E,6'ED,'-4-E,7H'+-2.O')'N61K)K2*2E4'71/,*'ED)E'3).'
31.-2/,6')'F)62,E4'1I'I)3E16-P''CD,'I)3E16-'3).'F)64='K+E'31771.'I)3E16-'2.3*+/,'N61c272E4='-2K*2.O'
N6,I,6,.3,='-3D11*')./'N61O6)7'3)N)32E4='-1321,31.1723'-E)E+-=')./'N)6,.E'3D123,P' 
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!"#$%&'D)-'K,,.')-9,/'ED61+OD'N+K*23'3177,.E'E1'31.-2/,6'ED2-')--2O.7,.E'-4-E,7')-').'

)*E,6.)E2F,'E1'D)6/'K1+./)62,-P'CD,'71/,*'N6,-,.E,/'K4'00M'N)6,.E'#6119,'&18).'-D18,/'
N6172-2.O'6,-+*E-'8D,.'71/,*,/'82ED')3E+)*'00M'/)E)'E1')--2O.'92./,6O)6E,.'-E+/,.E-P''()*+,-'
D,*/'K4'00M'N)6,.E-'-+3D')-'-E61.O'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*-=',V+2E)K*,'N61O6)772.O=')./'

N61c272E4'72ODE'K,'K,EE,6'-,6F,/'K4'-+3D')'-4-E,7='8D2*,')*-1'I)32*2E)E2.O',.61**7,.E'K)*).32.OP' 

CD,'71/,*k-'-+33,--'31+*/'K,')3D2,F,/'2I'00M'2-')K*,'E1',.-+6,')'K)-,*2.,'1I',V+2E)K*,')3)/,723'
N61O6)7'1II,62.O-')E',F,64'-3D11*='8D23D'31+*/'D,*N'6,/+3,'36,)E2.O')'82..,6-'F-P'*1-,6-'

,.F261.7,.E'2.')'l3D123,l'-4-E,7P'<,'82**'1.*4'9.18'D18'8,**'2E'72ODE'8169'82ED'I+6ED,6'
6,-,)63D'K4'00MP'CD2-'71/,*'-D1+*/'K,',F)*+)E,/')IE,6'00M'D)-'/,F,*1N,/'N*).-'I16'1II,62.O')'
K)-,*2.,'*,F,*'1I')3)/,723'N61O6)7'1II,62.O-')E')**'-3D11*-=')-'8,**')-'O6)/,'31.I2O+6)E21.P 

C77,$##"%'(Q%,)22-$%&(!"9$,#"&3(56,)8'6)8&(R$"'6@),6))7(./6))2# 

!"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED)E',F,64'-E+/,.E'D)-'ED,'N1E,.E2)*'E1'ED62F,'2.'00M='6,O)6/*,--'1I'8D,6,'ED,4'
*2F,P''C1')3D2,F,'ED2-')./'K,'31.-2-E,.E'82ED'!"#$%&Q-'F)*+,-=')**'-3D11*-'7+-E'K,')K*,'E1'1II,6'f'

)./',V+2E)K*4'/,*2F,6'f'ED,'.,3,--)64')3)/,723'N61O6)7-=',*,3E2F,-g,.623D7,.E-=')./'-+NN16E'
-,6F23,-'E1')**'-E+/,.E-'2.').4')EE,./).3,'K1+./)64P''YI')**'-E+/,.E-'3).'ED62F,')./'7,,E'ED,26'
N1E,.E2)*')E').4'-3D11*='ED,'/,71O6)ND23-='16'\2N'31/,='1I'ED,'-E+/,.E'K1/4='16'-E+/,.E-'6,-2/2.O'

2.').')EE,./).3,'K1+./)64='82**'.1'*1.O,6'K,')'N6,/23E16'1I'ED,26'N1E,.E2)*P 
 
Y.'016E*)./'E1/)4='ED,6,')6,'.,2ODK16D11/-')./'-3D11*-'82ED'D2OD,6'31.3,.E6)E21.-'1I'-E+/,.E-'
1I'31*16'16'-E+/,.E-'I617'*18,6"2.317,'D1+-,D1*/-P''CD,-,'31.3,.E6)E21.-='D2-E1623)**4='D)F,'
27N)3E,/'ED,'.+7K,6')./'E4N,'1I'N61O6)7-')./'-,6F23,-'ED)E'-E+/,.E-'3).')33,--'2.'ED,26'

-3D11*P'' 
 
&+66,.E'*).O+)O,'2.'00M'N1*234'LPA@P@LB"0')./')/72.2-E6)E2F,'/26,3E2F,'LPA@P@Lj"%!'N61F2/,'ED,'

I1**182.O'O+2/).3,'1.'D18')'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'N613,--'2.316N16)E,-'-E+/,.E'/,71O6)ND23-')-')'
I)3E16S 

TKP'' !2F,6-,'-E+/,.E'K1/4'/,71O6)ND23-S 
2P %27'E1'716,'3*1-,*4'6,I*,3E'ED,'K61)/'6).O,'1I'*).O+)O,='3+*E+6)*=')./'

-1321",31.1723'K)39O61+./-'1I'ED,'00M'-E+/,.E'N1N+*)E21.P''
22P &1.-2/,6'ED,'/2II,6,.E'*,)6.2.O'.,,/-'1I'ED,'-E+/,.E'K1/4P'T'

 
YI'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'8,6,'E1'K,'+-,/'E1'2.36,)-,'/2F,6-2E4'1I'-E+/,.E-')E'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*-='
!"#$%&'K,*2,F,-'ED2-'31+*/'K,')3317N*2-D,/'K4')//6,--2.O')./')39.18*,/O2.O'ED,'I1**182.O'
31.-2/,6)E21.-S 
 

AP S09*+#.%*+;*/*H"$#+0/)+"8:0&$#+0%*+#<0%*)+*N."$0;51+"'%NN*4'CD,'$)32)*'UV+2E4'01*234='
CD,'$)32)*'UV+2E4'`,.-')./'ED,'!"#$%&'UV+2E4'F)*+,'-E)E,7,.E'E1')--,--').4',II16E')./'
+./,6-E)./'ED,'N1E,.E2)*',II,3E'1.').4'2/,.E2I2,/'3177+.2E4'8D,.')EE,7NE2.O'E1'
27N61F,',.61**7,.E'/2F,6-2E4')E')'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*P''
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)P ME+/,.E-'1I'31*16'16').4'1ED,6'O61+N'1I'D2-E1623)**4"+./,6-,6F,/'-E+/,.E-'-D1+*/'

.1E'K,'ED,'1.*4'-E+/,.E-')-9,/'E1',./+6,'ED,'/2-6+NE21.')./'1ED,6'27N)3E-'1I'
71F2.O'-3D11*-'2.'16/,6'E1'3D).O,'ED,',.61**7,.E'/2F,6-2E4'1I')'.,2ODK16D11/'
-3D11*'16'3*+-E,6P'

 
KP CD,'!2-E623E'-D1+*/').E232N)E,').4'27N)3E'1.'-3D11*-'8D1-,'C2E*,'A'-E)E+-'7)4'

3D).O,'/+,'E1')'K1+./)64'3D).O,P'
 

?P 7.$.%*+/*"O<;-%<--)+&<0/O*+&-.5)+%*3*%#*+O0"/#+"/+#$.)*/$+;-)1+)"3*%#"$1+"'%.4',II16E'
E1'3D).O,'ED,',.61**7,.E'/2F,6-2E4'ED61+OD')'3D).O,'2.')EE,./).3,'K1+./)64'31+*/'K,'
+./1.,'K4'3D).O,'2.'.,2ODK16D11/'/,71O6)ND23-'1F,6'E27,P''CD2-'7)4'D)NN,.'716,'
V+239*4'ED).'3).'K,')//6,--,/'K4')'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'N613,--P'

 
ZP T$<*%+;-./)0%1+&<0/O*+-;U*&$"3*#+#<-.5)+<03*+*N.05+:%"-%"$1'"'%.4')EE,7NE'E1'3D).O,'

,.61**7,.E'/2F,6-2E4')E').4'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*'-D1+*/'.1E'31.I*23E'82ED'1ED,6'
K1+./)64'6,F2,8'I)3E16-'16'!"#$%&Q-'F)*+,-P''516',c)7N*,=').',II16E'E1'3D).O,'
,.61**7,.E'/2F,6-2E4')E').4'-3D11*'-D1+*/'.1E'6,-+*E'2.')'-E+/,.E'D)F2.O'E1'3177+E,'
*1.O,6'E1')'.,8'-3D11*'6)ED,6'ED).'ED,'-3D11*'ED)E'ED,4')6,'3*1-,6'E1'O,1O6)ND23)**4P'

 
!"##$%&"%'()*"%")%(+,)-(!>0BCD(-$-@$,(E"/6$2$(C,%&;4(!>0BCD(#6)827("%/287$(/2$1,K(7$&1"2$7(

1%7(-$1#8,1@2$("%7"/1&),#()+(&,1%#*1,$%/3(1%7($S8"&3("%(@)8%71,3(,$9"$?K(1%7($%,)22-$%&(

@121%/"%'(-),$(@,)1723A((.&1=$6)27$,#(#6)827(@$(1@2$(&)(8%7$,#&1%7(?61&(!>0BCDO#(+,1-$?),=(

"#(1%7(6)?("&(/1%(1%7(?"22(@$(8#$7(&)($91281&$(<<.(1/&")%#("%(T122(LMUN(1%7(@$3)%7A(

(

!"##$%&"%'()*"%")%(+,)-(!>0BCD(-$-@$,(./)&&(01"2$34(56$(+,1-$?),=("#(%)&(17$S81&$23(

7$9$2)*$7(&)(*,)9"7$('8"71%/$("%(,$7,1?"%'(@)8%71,"$#A(V&(#6)827(@$(/2$1,(&)(-$-@$,#()+(&6$(

*8@2"/(?61&(&6$(+,1-$?),=("#(1%7(?61&("&(?)827(-$1%(+),(,$7,1?"%'(@)8%71,"$#A(!0BCD(

$++$/&"9$23(*8%&#(&6$(7$9$2)*-$%&()+(1(+,1-$?),=(&)(&6$(+8&8,$(/)-@"%$7(.CDQ5>!0BCD(

/)--"&&$$A(

((

56$(7"#/8##")%()+(9128$#($F/287$#K(?"&6()%$($F/$*&")%K(*8@2"/("%*8&(+,)-(&6$(<<.(LMLN(W128$#(

.8,9$3A(56$(,$*),&(#6)827("%/287$(1(+822(7"#/8##")%()+(?61&(!0BCD(2$1,%$7(+,)-(&6$(#8,9$3(1%7(

6)?("&(/6)#$(&)("%/),*),1&$(&61&("%*8&("%&)(&6$(+,1-$?),=A(

(

56$(7)/8-$%&(2"#&#(+)8,(&3*$#()+(+8%7"%'()%(*1'$(X4(/),$(+8%7"%'K($&/A(56$3(1,$(%$9$,(7$+"%$7K(

%),("#("&($F*21"%$7(?63(&6$3(1,$("-*),&1%&(1%7(?63(<<.(#6)827("-*2$-$%&(&6$-A(56$(19$,1'$(

"%+),-$7(,$17$,()+(&6"#(7)/8-$%&(?"22(@$(#/,1&/6"%'(&6$",(6$17(1#(?$22A(V(@$2"$9$(&6"#(#$/&")%(

9")21&$#()8,(9128$#()+(/21,"&3(1%7(&,1%#*1,$%/3A(

(

56$(#6),&>&$,-(*21%("#(8%/2$1,(1#(&)(?6$&6$,(%$?(@)8%71,"$#(#6)827(@$("--$7"1&$23(

"-*2$-$%&$7("%(122(/1#$#(G1#(!0BCD(#&1&$#("%"&"1223JK(?6"/6(?)827("%9)29$(-)9"%'(#&87$%&#(@$+),$(
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&6$3(/)-*2$&$(&6$(6"'6$#&(',17$(1&(&6$",(/8,,$%&(#/6))2K(),(?6$&6$,("%(#)-$(/1#$#K(',17812(

/61%'$(#6)827(@$("-*2$-$%&$7(G1#("&(1#=#(<<.(&)(-)7$2JA(V(@$2"$9$(!0BCD(#6)827(179)/1&$(+),(1(

,1&$()+(/61%'$(?6"/6(-1&/6$#(&6$(#"'%"+"/1%/$()+(&6$("-@121%/$Y&61&(-"'6&(-$1%("--$7"1&$(

/61%'$(+),(#)-$(@)8%71,"$#K(1%7(,)22$7>"%(/61%'$(+),()&6$,(@)8%71,"$#A(

((

56$(7"#/8##")%()+(#/6))2#(#$',$'1&$7(@3(,1/$(1%7("%/)-$("#(?$1=A(!0BCD(#6)827(/"&$(,$#$1,/6()%(

&6$($++$/&#()+(#$',$'1&")%()%(#&87$%&()8&/)-$#K(1%7(#6)827(7"#/8##(&6$(1-@"912$%&(9128$#(

$F*,$##$7(@3(/)--8%"&3(-$-@$,#("%(&6$(<<.(LMLN(.8,9$3A(56$(+,1-$?),=(#&1&$#(&61&(*,)F"-"&3(

&)(#/6))2#("#("%(122(/1#$#(-),$("-*),&1%&(&61%(&,3"%'(&)(@121%/$(#&87$%&(7$-)',1*6"/#A(V(7"#1',$$K(

1%7(#)(7)$#(1(21,'$(*28,12"&3(GZZ(*$,/$%&J()+(&6)#$(?6)(/)-*2$&$7(&6$(#8,9$3A(!0BCD(#6)827(

619$(7",$/&23(/6122$%'$7(2)/12(1%7(#&1&$(21?-1=$,#()%(*)2"/"$#(1%7(*,1/&"/$#(?6"/6(/)%&,"@8&$(&)(

6)8#"%'(#$',$'1&")%K(1%7(&68#(&)(#/6))2(#$',$'1&")%A(

 

VF+ + >.%%*/$+6-5"&1+0/)+=)8"/"#$%0$"3*+!"%*&$"3*+2*&-88*/)0$"-/# 

!"#$%&Q-'6,3177,./)E21.'I16')33,*,6)E2.O'ED,'N)3,'1I'3D).O,'2-'ED,'1.,'6,3177,./)E21.'ED)E'
27N)3E-',c2-E2.O'#1)6/'N1*234P''' 

&+66,.E'N1*234'-E)E,-S 

%P' C1'N6171E,'31.E2.+2E4')./'-E)K2*2E4'I16'-E+/,.E-')./'ED,26'I)72*2,-')./',c3,NE')-'
N61F2/,/'2.'M,3E21.'#S 

AP' ME+/,.E-'*2F2.O'2.'ED,'.,2ODK16D11/')NN61F,/'I16')'K1+./)64'
3D).O,'7)4'6,7)2.')E'ED,26'3+66,.E'-3D11*'ED61+OD'ED,'
D2OD,-E'O6)/, 

?P' m1+.O,6'-2K*2.O-'*2F2.O'2.')'.,2ODK16D11/')NN61F,/'I16')'
K1+./)64'3D).O,'D)F,')'O+)6).E,,'ED61+OD'ED,'E6).-I,6'
N613,--'E1')EE,./'ED,'I167,6'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*'2I').'1*/,6'
K61ED,6'16'-2-E,6'3+66,.E*4')EE,./-')./'82**'K,')EE,./2.O'ED,'
I167,6'.,2ODK16D11/'-3D11*'ED,'I1**182.O'-3D11*'4,)6 

ZP' C6).-I,6'-E+/,.E-')EE,./2.O')'-3D11*'-+K^,3E'E1')'K1+./)64'
3D).O,'7)4'6,7)2.')E'ED,26'3+66,.E'-3D11*'ED61+OD'ED,'
D2OD,-E'O6)/, 

 
#P' Y.'3)-,-'1I'-3D11*'K1+./)64'3D).O,-'E1'6,*2,F,'1F,63618/2.O'16'I16'

ED,'N+6N1-,'1I',-E)K*2-D2.O')'K1+./)64'I16')'.,8'-3D11*='ED,'
M+N,62.E,./,.E'16'#1)6/'7)4'6,3177,./').',c3,NE21.'E1'M,3E21.'
(P%P'M+3D',c3,NE21.-'7+-E'K,')NN61F,/'K4'ED,'#1)6/P 

 
00M'?@?B'-+6F,4'/)E)'-D18-'ED)E'3177+.2E4'7,7K,6-'F)*+,'-E)K2*2E4'2.'-3D11*')--2O.7,.EP'
%.1ED,6'I)3E16'E1'31.-2/,6'2-'ED)E'-2K*2.O'N6,I,6,.3,'2-'N)6E'1I'-,F,6)*'00M'N1*232,-'O1F,6.2.O'
-E+/,.E')--2O.7,.EP'%//2E21.)**4='!"#$%&'6,31O.2\,-'ED)E'ED,'!2-E623E'2-'2.'ED,'N613,--'1I'
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6,F2,82.O'N1--2K*,'O6)/,'31.I2O+6)E21.'3D).O,-')E')'.+7K,6'1I'i";'-3D11*-=')./'N1--2K*4'
6,*13)E2.O')'.+7K,6'1I'!2-E623E'N61O6)7-P'' 
 
CD,6,I16,='2.'16/,6'E1'K)*).3,'!"#$%&Q-'31.3*+-21.'ED)E'ED,'3+66,.E'K1+./)64'6,F2,8'.,,/-'E1'
D)F,').'27N)3E'2.'ED,'-D16E'E,67'82ED'K1ED'ED,'3177+.2E4Q-'/,-26,'I16'-E)K2*2E4')./'ED,'.,,/'I16'
31.-2-E,.34')71.O'00M'N1*232,-=+!"#$%&'6,3177,./-'ED)E'ED,'M+N,62.E,./,.E')./'ED,'#1)6/'
31.-2/,6'ED,'?@A["?@AR'!2-E623E"82/,'#1+./)64'$,F2,8'E1'K,').',c3,NE21.'E1'1.O12.O'N1*234=')-'
1+E*2.,/'2.'M,3E21.'(P#P'1I'3+66,.E'N1*234+)./'-+-N,./'ED,'6+*,-')--2O.2.O'-E+/,.E-'I1**182.O'
K1+./)64'3D).O,-'I16'ED2-'+N3172.O'K1+./)64'6,F2,8P 

&D).O,-'E1'ED,'%/72.2-E6)E2F,'!26,3E2F,-')6,'1+E*2.,/'2.'ED,')EE)3D,/'/13+7,.EP 

!"##$%&"%'()*"%")%(+,)-(!>0BCD(-$-@$,(E"/6$2$(C,%&;4([!>0BCD(#6)827(/21,"+3(1%7(\8#&"+3(&6$(

"%&$%7$7("-*1/&(1%7(#"'%"+"/1%/$()+(#8''$#&$7(/61%'$#(&)(&6$(C7-"%"#&,1&"9$(!",$/&"9$A] 

 



!

! !!!!"#$%&'!()*+,-!)./!01*234!56)7,8169!
(,6-21.!:!
;<=>>?!

!

"!

!

!!
!"#$%#&'()*+#,-(./01! 2*1/3()*+#,-(45675748(9()! :!;<==!>?!?(;@.>A!B!
@@@A!!!B+2/,*2.,-!C16!
DE+/,.E!&--2F.7,.E!
E1!G,2FHI16H11/!
D3H11*!

! &--2F.,/!E1!)!.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!I)-,/!1.!EH,26!
)//6,--A!

! DE+/,.E-!H)J,!62FHE!E1!)EE,./!.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!
EH61+FH!EH,!H2FH,-E!F6)/,!K,L3,ME!D,3E21.!N"O!

! DE+/,.E-!3).!6,E+6.!E1!EH,26!.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!)-!
M61J2/,/!2.!DE+/,.E!,.61**7,.E!)./!E6).-C,6!01*234!
KPA>;A;?>O!

! DE+/,.E!)--2F.7,.E!C16!-M,32)*!M61F6)7-!KD0Q"R!QDSR!
&*EQ/O!7)4!-+M,6-,/,/!.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!
)--2F.7,.E-A!

G1!3H).F,-!3+66,.E*4!6,3177,./,/A!!!
%,3177,./!*1.F,6!E,67!6,J2,8!1C!H18!-E+/,.E-T!)I2*2E4!
E1!6,7)2.!)E!)!-3H11*!27M)3E-!,.61**7,.E!I)*).32.F!
,CC,3E2J,.,--A!

(A!!!!!DE+/,.E!
&--2F.7,.E!C1**182.F!
$1+./)64!'H).F,U!

&A V1!M6171E,!31.E2.+2E4!)./!-E)I2*2E4!C16!-E+/,.E-!
)./!EH,26!C)72*2,-!)./!,L3,ME!)-!M61J2/,/!2.!
D,3E21.!(A$!
>O DE+/,.E-!*2J2.F!2.!EH,!.,2FHI16H11/!

)MM61J,/!C16!)!I1+./)64!3H).F,!7)4!
6,7)2.!)E!EH,26!3+66,.E!-3H11*!EH61+FH!EH,!
H2FH,-E!F6)/,!

=O W1+.F,6!-2I*2.F-!H)J,!F+)6).E,,!EH61+FH!
EH,!E6).-C,6!M613,--!E1!)EE,./!C167,6!
.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!2C!).!1*/,6!I61EH,6!16!
-2-E,6!3+66,.E*4!)EE,./-!)./!82**!I,!
)EE,./2.F!EH,!C167,6!.,2FHI16H11/!-3H11*!
2.!EH,!C1**182.F!4,)6A!

NO V6).-C,6!-E+/,.E-!)EE,./2.F!)!-3H11*!-+IX,3E!
E1!I1+./)64!3H).F,!7)4!6,7)2.!)E!EH,26!
3+66,.E!-3H11*!EH61+FH!EH,!H2FH,-E!F6)/,!

$A D+M,62.E,./,.E!7)4!6,Y+,-E!).!,L3,ME21.!E1!EH,!
)I1J,A!!QL3,ME21.-!7+-E!I,!)MM61J,/!I4!EH,!
$1)6/A!

G1!3H).F,-!3+66,.E*4!6,3177,./,/A!!!
%,3177,./!*1.F,6!E,67!6,J2,8!1C!H18!-E+/,.E-T!)I2*2E4!
E1!6,7)2.!)E!)!-3H11*!27M)3E-!,.61**7,.E!I)*).32.F!
,CC,3E2J,.,--A!

!
!
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012#&#$%*3%#-+()#*+,%#-+(4567574890)! :+,/22+&1+1(;<3&'+$!

@@@A!!!B3C11*!
D.61**7,.E!)./!
061F6)7!")E)!
&.)*4-2-!

>G %,F+*)6*4!71.2E16!/)E)!8C23C!C,*H!H6,/23E!I+E+6,!-E+/,.E!
)--2F.7,.E-J!2.3*+/2.FK!
)G '+66,.E!)./!C2-E1623)*!,.61**7,.E!
LG 'C)6)3E,62-E23-!L4!F6)/,!*,M,*J!,EC.232E4J!F,./,6!
3G D.61**7,.E!E6,./-J!.,2FCL16C11/!3)HE+6,!6)E,J!

L+2*/2.F!3)H)32E4!+-,!
=G 01H+*)E21.!061N,3E21.-!L)-,/!1.!/,71F6)HC23-!)./!

C1+-2.F!E6,./-!
OG &..+)*!E6).-I,6!2.I167)E21.!
!
$A!B+H,62.E,./,.E!82**!).)*4P,!/)E)!E1!/,E,672.,K!

>A @I!3+66,.E!16!H61N,3E,/!,.61**7,.E!)E!)!-3C11*!2-!
-2F.2I23).E*4!F6,)E,6!16!*,--,6!EC).!L+2*/2.F!
3)H)32E4!

=A QC,EC,6!EC,!H61N,3E,/!,.61**7,.E!2-!*29,*4!E1!
2.C2L2E!/,*2M,64!1I!).!)/,R+)E,!)./!,II,3E2M,!
)3)/,723!H61F6)7!)./!16!EC,!31-E!,II232,.E!+-,!
1I!)!-3C11*!)./!

OA SHE21.-!E1!)//6,--!).4!2/,.E2I2,/!,.61**7,.E!
2--+,-!2.3*+/2.FK!

>A 'C).F2.F!EC,!.+7L,6!1I!E6).-I,6-!
=A &/N+-E2.F!L+2*/2.F!3)H)32E4!L4!)//2.F!

E,7H16)64!I)32*2E2,-J!+HF6)/2.F!
,T2-E2.F!-3C11*!L+2*/2.F!16!
6,H+6H1-2.F!H)6E!1I!)!I)32*2E4!

OA DTH)./2.FJ!71M2.F!16!3*1-2.F!
H61F6)7-!)./!I13+-!1HE21.-!

UA %,-E6+3E+62.F!EC,!/,*2M,64!1I!
,II,3E2M,!2.-E6+3E21.!V,F!I+**#/)4!
W2./,6F)6E,.J!F6)/,!31.I2F+6)E21.G!

>G %,F+*)6*4!&..+)**4!71.2E16!/)E)!8C23C!C,*H!H6,/23E!
I+E+6,!-E+/,.E!)--2F.7,.E-J!2.3*+/2.FK!

!
LG 'C)6)3E,62-E23-!L4!F6)/,!*,M,*J!,EC.232E4J!F,./,6J!!

)./!-E+/,.E!/,71F6)HC23-!
!
=G!!!!01H+*)E21.!H61N,3E21.-!I16!)!72.27+7!1I!?#<!4,)6-!

L)-,/!1.!/,71F6)HC23-!)./!C1+-2.F!E6,./-!
!
!
$A!!!S.!).!)..+)*!L)-2-J!EC,!B+H,62.E,./,.E!82**!).)*4P,!
/)E)!)./!)HH*4!L1+./)64!6,M2,8!M)*+,-!E1!/,E,672.,K!
!!
!
=A!!QC,EC,6!EC,!H61N,3E,/!,.61**7,.E!2-!*29,*4!E1!2.C2L2E!
/,*2M,64!1I!).!,R+2E)L*,J!)/,R+)E,!)./!,II,3E2M,!)3)/,723!
H61F6)7!)./!16!EC,!31-E!,II232,.E!+-,!1I!)!-3C11*!)./!
!
!

,= (
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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?@ AB,.2.C!)!.,8!-3D11*!16!3*1-2.C!).!
,E2-F2.C!-3D11*!

G@ 'D).C2.C!$1+./)62,-!
H@ IJ!-3D11*!K1+./)64!3D).C,!2-!)71.C!FD,!

,.61**7,.F!3D).C,!1BF21.-!F1!K,!31.-2/,6,/L!FD,!
-+B,62.F,./,.F!-D)**!J1**18!FD,!B613,/+6,-!
1+F*2.,/!2.!M,3F21.-!I(!)./!(!K,*18!

!
!
!
!
!
!

I(!!!I.B+F!2.!F1!
M3D11*!$1+./)64!
'D).C,!
%,3177,./)F21.-!

&@ "2-F623F!-D)**!C)FD,6!2.B+F!J617!2.F,6,-F,/!B)6F2,-L!
2.3*+/2.C!J)72*2,-L!-F+/,.F-L!"2-F623F!-F)JJL!6,B6,-,.F)F2N,-!
1J!FD,!'2F4!1J!016F*)./!)./!1FD,6!2.F,6,-F,/!B)6F2,-!!

$@ O-,!-3D11*!.,8-*,FF,6-L!7,/2)!1+F*,F-L!,7)2*!*2-F-L!00M!
8,K-2F,!)./!1FD,6!,JJ,3F2N,!7,).-!F1!-1*232F!2.B+F!

'@ '1.N,.,!)F!*,)-F!1.,!B+K*23!7,,F2.C!F1!C)FD,6!2.B+F!
"@ &F!*,)-F!1.,!.1F23,!2.3*+/2.C!/,F)2*-!1J!FD,!B61B1-,/!

K1+./)64!3D).C,!-D)**!K,!-,.F!F1!)**!J)72*2,-!8D1-,!
-F+/,.F-!81+*/!K,!/26,3F*4!27B)3F,/!82FD2.!=!4,)6-!1J!FD,!
3D).C,@!!

&@ MF)9,D1*/,6!A+F6,)3D!#!PD,!"2-F623F!-D)**!C)FD,6!
)./!2.316B16)F,!2.B+F!J617!27B)3F,/!)./!
2.F,6,-F,/!B)6F2,-Q!

)@ MF+/,.F-!)./!5)72*2,-L!6,J*,3F2N,!1J!FD,!
-F+/,.F!/,71C6)BD23-!1J!FD,!"2-F623F!

K@ "2-F623F!-F)JJ!!
3@ %,B6,-,.F)F2N,-!1J!FD,!'2F4!1J!016F*)./!!

$@ '177+.23)F21.!)./!0+K*23!R1F23,!#!!PD,!"2-F623F!
-D)**!+-,!,JJ,3F2N,L!3+*F+6)**4!6,-B1.-2N,!
F,3D.2S+,-!F1!,.-+6,!FD)F!B)6F232B)F21.!6)F,-!)./!
3177+.2F4!J,,/K)39!1.!K1+./)64!3D).C,-!6,J*,3F!
FD,!-F+/,.F!/,71C6)BD23-!1J!FD,!"2-F623F@!!

)@ T,FD1/-Q!&F!)!72.27+7L!FD,!"2-F623F!-D)**!
27B*,7,.F!FD,!J1**182.C!F1!-1*232F!
J,,/K)39Q!

2@ "2-F623F#82/,!-+6N,4!F1!2/,.F2J4!
,7,6C2.C!N)*+,-!)./!B62162F2,-!1J!
3177+.2F2,-!FD,!"2-F623F!-,6N,->!!

22@ I.F,6.)*!#!M3D11*!.,8-*,FF,6-L!
,7)2*!*2-F-L!00M!8,K-2F,!)./!-132)*!
7,/2)!1+F*,F-L!3177+.2F4!)C,.F-!
81692.C!82FD!D2-F1623)**4!
+./,6-,6N,/!3177+.2F2,-!

222@ UEF,6.)*!#!T,/2)!1+F*,F-L!B)6F.,6-!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
>!&-!).!,E)7B*,L!6,J,6!F1!FD,!00M!=;=?!M+6N,4!*)+.3D,/!2.!-B62.C!=;>?@!
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82@A!3177+.2@4#B)-,/!
16C).2D)@21.-!-,6E2.C!-@+/,.@-!2.!
@A,!"2-@623@!!

'F 0+B*23!G,,@2.C-!#!&!72.27+7!1H!I!J+B*23!7,,@2.C-!
@1!C)@A,6!2.J+@!B,H16,!)!B1+./)64!3A).C,!2-!
J6,-,.@,/!@1!@A,!$1)6/F!G,,@2.C-!-A)**K!

)F $,!A,*/!)@!-2@,-!7+@+)**4!)C6,,/!@1!B4!@A,!
"2-@623@L!)./!@A1-,!3177+.2@2,-!H617!
8A17!2.J+@!2-!B,2.C!-1+CA@L!@1!,.-+6,!
7)M27+7!J)6@232J)@21.!J1--2B*,!B4!
3177+.2@2,-!6,H*,3@2E,!1H!@A,!-@+/,.@!
/,71C6)JA23-!1H!@A,!"2-@623@F!

BF NHH,6!3A2*/3)6,!H16!H)72*2,-!6,O+,-@2.C!2@!
3F P).C+)C,!@6).-*)@21.!H16!/13+7,.@-!)./!

,.C)C,7,.@!
"F Q1@23,!#!&@!*,)-@!1.,!.1@23,!2.3*+/2.C!/,@)2*-!1H!@A,!

J61J1-,/!B1+./)64!3A).C,!-A)**!B,!-,.@!@1!)**!
H)72*2,-!8A1-,!-@+/,.@-!81+*/!B,!/26,3@*4!
27J)3@,/!82@A2.!=!4,)6-!1H!@A,!3A).C,F!!

RF SA,!"2-@623@!82**!2/,.@2H4!)./!-A)6,!82@A!27J)3@,/!
3177+.2@2,-!A18!@A,26!2.J+@!8)-!+-,/!)./!2H!2@!
8)-!.1@!)B*,!@1!B,!2.316J16)@,/!2.@1!1+@317,-L!
8A4!@A2-!/,32-21.!8)-!7)/,F!

5F SA,!"2-@623@!82**!+-,!@A,!%)32)*!RO+2@4!P,.-!2.!
36)H@2.C!@A,!1+@6,)3A!J613,--!@1!,.-+6,!@A)@!
1+@6,)3A!@1!@6)/2@21.)**4!+./,6-,6E,/!
3177+.2@2,-!8)-!,HH,3@2E,!

!
(!!!T3A11*!$1+./)64!
'A).C,!
'1.-2/,6)@21.-!

&F U.!)//2@21.!@1!@A,!2.J+@!6,3,2E,/!+./,6!T,3@21.!U(L!
@A,!T+J,62.@,./,.@!-A)**!31.-2/,6!H)3@16-!@A)@!
31.@62B+@,!@1!1J@27)*!-3A11*!B1+./)62,-F!SA,-,!
H)3@16-!6,H*,3@!"2-@623@!C1)*-!)./!J61E2/,!31.-2-@,.34!
)./!@6).-J)6,.34!2.!,-@)B*2-A2.C!-@)B*,!)./!8169)B*,!

&F U.!)//2@21.!@1!@A,!2.J+@!6,3,2E,/!+./,6!T,3@21.!
U(L!@A,!T+J,62.@,./,.@!-A)**!31.-2/,6!H)3@16-!
@A)@!31.@62B+@,!@1!1J@27)*!-3A11*!B1+./)62,-F!
SA,-,!H)3@16-!)*2C.!82@A!"2-@623@!C1)*-L!@A,!%)32)*!
R/+3)@21.)*!RO+2@4!01*234L!!)./!J61E2/,!
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-3@11*!A1+./)62,-B!!

$B C@,!D1**182.E!2-!)!72.27)*!*2-F!1D!.1.#G62162F2H,/!

D)3F16-!D16!31.-2/,6)F21.!2.!-3@11*!A1+./)64!3@).E,-B!

C@,!,IG*).)F21.-!F@)F!)3317G).4!,)3@!D)3F16!)6,!

.1.#,I3*+-2J,!)./!)6,!G6,-,.F,/!F1!2**+-F6)F,!F@,!

F4G,-!1D!31.-2/,6)F21.-!F@)F!82**!A,!)GG*2,/B!!

)B KF)A*,!D,,/,6!G)FF,6.L!!

2B &**18!)-!7).4!-F+/,.F-!)-!G1--2A*,!

F1!31.F2.+,!F1E,F@,6!D617!1.,!

-3@11*!*,J,*!F1!F@,!.,IFB!!

22B M)J,!,)3@!N#?!-3@11*!G6,D,6)A*4!

D,,/2.E!1.,!)./!.1!716,!F@).!F81!

72//*,!-3@11*-O!)./!,)3@!N#:!16!

72//*,!-3@11*!G6,D,6)A*4!D,,/2.E!1.,!

)./!.1!716,!F@).!F81!@2E@!-3@11*-B!!

AB "2J,6-,!-F+/,.F!A1/4!/,71E6)G@23-L!

2B &27!F1!716,!3*1-,*4!6,D*,3F!F@,!A61)/!

6).E,!1D!*).E+)E,O!3+*F+6)*O!)./!

-1321#,31.1723!A)39E61+./-!1D!F@,!

00K!-F+/,.F!G1G+*)F21.B!!

22B '1.-2/,6!F@,!/2DD,6,.F!*,)6.2.E!.,,/-!

1D!F@,!-F+/,.F!A1/4B!!

3B '17G)3F!A1+./)62,-L!!

2B 06171F,!-)D,6!61+F,-!F1!-3@11*-!A4!

*272F2.E!F@,!.+7A,6!1D!.)F+6)*!)./!

@+7).#7)/,!G@4-23)*!A1+./)62,-!

-F+/,.F-!7+-F!361--!F1!)./!D617!

-3@11*!)./!31.-2/,62.E!F@,!

)J)2*)A2*2F4!1D!-2/,8)*9-!)./!A2343*,!

*).,-B!!

22B 06171F,!)!-,.-,!1D!3177+.2F4!A4!

9,,G2.E!.,2E@A16@11/-!F1E,F@,6!)-!

7+3@!)-!G1--2A*,B!!

31.-2-F,.34!)./!F6).-G)6,.34!2.!,-F)A*2-@2.E!

-F)A*,!)./!8169)A*,!-3@11*!A1+./)62,-B!!

$B C@,!D1**182.E!2-!)!72.27)*!*2-F!1D!.1.#G62162F2H,/!

D)3F16-!D16!31.-2/,6)F21.!2.!-3@11*!A1+./)64!

3@).E,-B!P@,.!31.-2/,62.E!).4!A1+./)64!3@).E,!

D)3F16O!)!6)32)*!,Q+2F4!*,.-!-@)**!A,!)GG*2,/!F1!

+./,6-F)./!F@,!27G)3F!F1!-F+/,.F-!2.!).!2/,.F2D2,/!

)6,)B!C@,!,IG*).)F21.-!F@)F!)3317G).4!,)3@!

D)3F16!)6,!.1.#,I3*+-2J,!)./!)6,!G6,-,.F,/!F1!

2**+-F6)F,!F@,!F4G,-!1D!31.-2/,6)F21.-!F@)F!82**!A,!

)GG*2,/B!!!

)B KF)A*,!D,,/,6!G)FF,6.!

AB "2J,6-,!-F+/,.F!A1/4!/,71E6)G@23-!

3B '17G)3F!A1+./)62,-!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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222@ A2.272B,!C6).-D16C)C21.!C27,-!)./!
/2-C).3,-@!!

2E@ A2.272B,!CF,!)--2G.7,.C!1H!-C+/,.C-!
)8)4!H617!-3F11*-!2.!3*1-,!D61I272C4!
C1!CF,26!6,-2/,.3,@!

/@ JDC27)*!+-,!1H!,I2-C2.G!H)32*2C2,-K!!
2@ A2.272B,!)//2C21.)*!,ID,.-,-!H16!

C6).-D16C)C21.!)./!71/2H23)C21.!C1!
H)32*2C2,-@!!

22@ A)I272B,!31.-,6E)C21.!1H!.)C+6)*!
6,-1+63,-!-+3F!)-!.)C+6)*!G)-L!12*L!
G)-1*2.,!)./!,*,3C6232C4@!!

222@ M.-+6,!CF)C!D61N,3C,/!-C+/,.C!
,.61**7,.C!-+DD16C-!).!)/,O+)C,!
)3)/,723!3+6623+*+7@!!

,@ PC)Q*,!D61G6)7!)./!,.61**7,.C!2.!
-+661+./2.G!-3F11*-K!!

2@ M-C)Q*2-F!)CC,./).3,!)6,)-!CF)C!82**!
.1C!.,3,--2C)C,!H6,O+,.C!3F).G,-@!!

22@ '1.-2/,6!CF,!D1C,.C2)*!D61G6)7!)./!
,.61**7,.C!27D)3C!)C!.,)6Q4!-3F11*-@!!

!
!
!

H@ R272C,/!27D)3C!1.!-C+/,.C-K!!
2@ &HH,3C!CF,!-7)**,-C!.+7Q,6!1H!

-C+/,.C-!D1--2Q*,@!!
22@ &E12/!3)+-2.G!-C+/,.C-!8F1!F)E,!

31.C2.+,/!C1!6,-2/,!2.!)!D)6C23+*)6!
G,1G6)DF23!)6,)!C1!Q,!)HH,3C,/!Q4!)!
Q1+./)64!3F).G,!716,!CF).!1.3,!)C!
)!D)6C23+*)6!-3F11*!*,E,*@!

222@ &E12/!-,D)6)C2.G!-7)**!.+7Q,6-!1H!

!
!
!
!
!

/@ JDC27)*!+-,!1H!,I2-C2.G!)**!H)32*2C2,-!
2@ M.-+6,!CF)C!D61N,3C,/!-C+/,.C!

,.61**7,.C!-+DD16C-!).!)/,O+)C,!
)./!,O+2C)Q*,!)3)/,723!
3+6623+*+7@!!

!
!
!
!
!

,@ PC)Q*,!D61G6)7!)./!,.61**7,.C!2.!
-+661+./2.G!)**!-3F11*-!

2@ M-C)Q*2-F!)CC,./).3,!)6,)-!CF)C!
82**!.1C!.,3,--2C)C,!H6,O+,.C!
3F).G,-@!!

22@ '1.-2/,6!ME)*+)C,!CF,!D1C,.C2)*!
D61G6)7!)./!,.61**7,.C!27D)3C!)C!
.,)6Q4!-3F11*-@!!

!
H@ R272C,/!27D)3C!1.!-C+/,.C-!

2@ &E12/!3)+-2.G!-C+/,.C-!8F1!F)E,!
31.C2.+,/!C1!6,-2/,!2.!).4!
D)6C23+*)6!G,1G6)DF23!)6,)!C1!Q,!
)HH,3C,/!Q4!7+*C2D*,!,.61**7,.C!
Q)*).32.G!,HH16C-L!2.3*+/2.G!
Q1+./)64!3F).G,L!716,!CF).!1.3,!
)C!)!D)6C23+*)6!-3F11*!*,E,*@!

22@ &HH,3C!CF,!-7)**,-C!.+7Q,6!1H!
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-@+/,.@-!A617!@B,26!3*)--7)@,-!8B,.!
@B,4!71C,!@1!)!-3B11*!)@!@B,!.,D@!
*,C,*E!!

-@+/,.@-!F1--2G*,E!!
222E &C12/!-,F)6)@2.H!-7)**!.+7G,6-!1A!

-@+/,.@-!A617!@B,26!3*)--7)@,-!
8B,.!@B,4!71C,!@1!)!-3B11*!)@!@B,!
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1.   |   SURVEY METHODOLOGY  
 
From April to mid-May, Portland Public Schools (PPS) invited staff, students, parents and 
the wider district population over the age of 13 to participate in the PPS 2025 survey using 
both online and paper versions. The survey questionnaire was developed by Oregon’s 
Kitchen Table (OKT) with selected District staff and PPS’ District-wide Boundary Review 
Advisory Committee (DBRAC). PPS developed the distribution strategy, which differed by 
school. Participants were ensured of their confidentiality. A total of 4,099 respondents took 
part in the survey. The raw data (without identifying characteristics) for both the paper and 
online versions was provided by OKT to DHM Research for processing and analysis. In this 
report, open-ended questions are analyzed qualitatively.1 Results in the annotated 
questionnaire may add up to 99% or 101% due to rounding. 

For online distribution, the survey was made available to OKT’s entire membership in the 
PPS district (targeted by zip codes), as well as through PPS’ social media and email lists. 
Paper copies were made available to all schools district. PPS and OKT contracted and 
partnered with community organizations (Latino Network, Self Enhancement Inc., IRCO: 
Asian Family Center, IRCO: Africa House, Hacienda CDC, Russian Oregon Social Services, 
Muslim Education Trust, Oregon Community Health Worker Association, Urban League, 
Association of Slavic Immigrants, Slavic Community Center, New Portlanders Advisory 
Council, El Programa Hispano), to improve participation particularly among historically 
underrepresented groups. Distribution of hard copies was also achieved through community 
engagement events. Surveys were made available online and in paper in all six of the 
District’s supported languages: English, Spanish, Vietnamese, Somali, Russian, and 
Mandarin/Chinese. Data-entry was conducted by OKT and started in April of 2015 for paper 
copies and continued through May of 2015 for both online and paper copies.  
 
See the annotated questionnaire in Section 4 for full question texts, responses, and 
demographics (including, but not limited to, education level, number of years in the district, 
and sexual orientation). For the purpose of the following analysis, results have either been 
presented as “respondents” for the full survey sample, or broken out by the following 
demographic groups:  

 By respondents’ association with PPS2:  
o Parent/guardian of  a current, future, or former PPS student(s) 
o Current or former PPS student 
o PPS teacher or staff 
o Community member 
Note: Survey results were statistically weighted3 within each of these groups to 
ensure that results were representative of the larger district-wide populations for 
each group 

                                               
1 Two open-ended questions (Q19 and Q21) will not be analyzed in this report; however, OKT has access to the full 
survey data and way wish to further analyze results for those questions at a later date.  
2 Respondents were encouraged to select all that apply on this question (Q18), so respondents could fit into 
multiple groups.  
3 The survey results were statistically weighted by key demographics (per the Census and data provided to DHM 
Research by PPS) to assure that subgroup results are representative of the particular subgroup population. 
Definition of statistical weighting: With any survey sample, some groups or characteristic may be over or 
underrepresented. In a self-selection sample, as was the case with this survey, this can happen because some 
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 By grade range: K-8, elementary school, middle school, high school4 
 By school cluster: Cleveland, Franklin, Grant, Jefferson, Lincoln, Madison, Roosevelt, 

and Lincoln5 
 By Title 1 schools vs. not Title 1 
 Gender 
 Race/ethnicity: African American, Asian, Hispanic/Latino, White, Multiple6. Please 

reference the Annotated Questionnaire in Section 4 for expanded racial/ethnic 
groupings 

 
DHM Research: DHM Research has been providing opinion research and consultation 
throughout the Pacific Northwest and other regions of the United States for over three 
decades. The firm is non-partisan and independent and specializes in research projects to 
support planning, policy-making, and communications. www.dhmresearch.com 
 
  

                                               
groups of people were better notified or more motivated to participate. A common example is different opinions by 
political party. On many issues, people who identify as Republicans and Democrats differ on policy issues. If a 
sample overrepresented Democrats and underrepresented Republicans, then the total results would be biased. To 
correct for this, data can be “weighted” to correspond to the true population proportions. In this example, the 
responses from Democrats would be multiplied by a value less than 1.0 and Republicans by a value greater than 
1.0.  
4 Respondents could be placed into multiple ranges as they were allowed to provide multiple schools. Grouping 
definitions were provided by OKT. 
5 Respondents could be placed into multiple clusters as they were allowed to provide multiple schools. Grouping 
definitions were provided by OKT. 
6 Responses were collapsed into these federal racial/ethnic categories for the purposes of this report.  The Multiple 
category includes all respondents who selected more than one racial/ethnic group. The largest Multiple groupings 
included African American/American Indian; African American/White; American Indian/White; Asian/White; and 
Hispanic/White. Full cross-tables were provided to OKT which detailed number of completes and response rates for 
all ethnic groups and subgroups, including Multiple.  
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2.   |   KEY TAKEAWAYS 
 
When describing what contributes to a high quality neighborhood school, 
respondents tended to cite small class size and variety of course options as the top 
factors.  

 When ranking a series of characteristics, respondents said that small class size was 
the most important to a high quality neighborhood school for kindergarten through 
5th grade (39%) and 6th through 8th grade (37%).  

o For both K-5 and 6-8, the next most important characteristic centered on a 
wide variety of learning opportunities. This importance placed on variety of 
course offerings would be reiterated at other points in the survey.  

 In an open-ended question about what contributes to a high-quality neighborhood 
high school, the issues of small class size and variety of course options came up 
often. 

 
Respondents were more agreeable to a typical 6th through 8th grade middle school 
experience than to that of a K-8 school, largely due to the belief that the former 
provides a wider variety of course offerings.  

 71% agreement with the following statement: It is important for middle grade 
students to have the opportunity to attend a 6th through 8th grade middle school 
that offers a wide variety of classes—including electives—even if that means more 
transitions between schools for students.  

o Preference for this statement was strong across racial/ethnic groups (71-
77%) with the slight exception of Hispanic/Latino (59%) respondents, though 
this group still showed majority agreement. 

o This statement also had majority agreement across students, parents, staff, 
and community members.  

 Compared to 29% agreement with the following statement: It is important for 
students to stay together as a community in one school from kindergarten 
through 8th grade, even if middle grade students have fewer courses and 
electives than students at middle schools (6th-8th). 

 In an open-ended question about what contributes to a high-quality neighborhood 
middle school, respondents frequently expressed concern that K-8 schools limited 
the number of opportunities available to students more so than at schools divided 
between elementary and middle grades. 

 
Respondents were more likely to agree that boundaries should change as 
infrequently as possible as they were to agree that boundaries should be changed 
regularly, though there were differences across demographic groups. 

 55% agreement with the following statement: Boundaries should change as 
infrequently as possible so families can more easily predict where their children will 
go to school, even if it means that some schools are overcrowded and some schools 
do not have enough students to provide a complete program. 

o Agreement was particularly high among respondents in the Lincoln (72%) and 
Grant (60%) clusters and current PPS students (69%) and parents (59%). 
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o This concern about frequency would be reiterated at other points in the 
survey.  

 Compared to 35% agreement with the following statement: Portland Public Schools 
should regularly change school boundaries in order to respond to population growth 
and school building size, even if students may be affected by change more than 
once.  

o Agreement with this statement was particularly high among Hispanic/Latino 
(51%) and African American (42%) respondents, those associated with a Title 
1 school (47%), and those in the Roosevelt (50%) and Jefferson (42%) 
clusters. 

 
No matter the specifics, boundary changes generated concern among respondents.  

 Almost nine in ten (85%) said that they were concerned that boundary changes 
might require some communities or families to change schools more often than 
others, more so than any of the other concerns presented.  

 Notably, respondents were significantly less concerned about the potential changes 
to property values resulting from boundary changes when compared to students’ 
experiences resulting from boundary changes. 
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3.   |   ANALYSIS 
 
3.1  | School Characteristics (Q1-Q4) 
 
Respondents were first asked to identify which characteristics are most important to a high 
quality neighborhood school for kindergarten through 5th grade students (ranked 1-4, with 
1=most important; Q1). Overall, a plurality (39%) of respondents indicated that “small 
class sizes” is the most important characteristic, followed by a ”wide variety of learning 
opportunities including access to music, art, library, and physical education,” which was 
selected as most important by 21% of all respondents. 
 
Parents of future PPS students (46%) and PPS staff (includes teachers) (45%) were more 
likely than any other respondent group associated with PPS to rank “small class sizes” as 
the most important characteristic to a high quality neighborhood school for kindergarten 
through 5th grade students. In contrast, current PPS students were most likely to select “a 
warm and welcoming school environment” (28%), as were respondents from the Jefferson 
cluster (20%) when compared to respondents from other clusters. Hispanic/Latino 
respondents (22%) and those in the Madison cluster (14%) were most likely to select 
“access to dual language immersion.” Conversely, Hispanic/Latino respondents (13%) were 
less likely than any other racial/ethnic group (20-24%) to feel that a “wide variety of 
learning opportunities including access to music, art, library, and physical education” is the 
most important characteristic to a high quality neighborhood school for kindergarten 
through 5th grade students. 
 
Respondents were asked, using an open-ended format, to address any issues of importance 
that they felt were left off of the list for kindergarten through 5th grade. Responses varied, 
but several themes emerged. Respondents stressed the importance of having high-quality 
and motivated teachers, administrators, and staff members in their neighborhood schools. 
Respondents also prioritized having schools that engage and challenge students to think 
creatively. There was also an emphasis on reducing schools’ focus on testing. Additionally, 
respondents emphasized an extension of lunch time with more nutritious food options being 
offered.  
 
Representative quote: “Challenging all students to work to the best of their abilities, 
grouping students at their ability level, so they can learn at the appropriate rate and level. 
Classrooms that are free from disruptive behavior. Respect and kindness for all.”  --
(Parent/Guardian, Da Vinci, Female)  
 
Respondents were then asked to identify which characteristics are most important to a high 
quality neighborhood school for 6th through 8th grade students (ranked 1-4, with 1=most 
important; Q2). Overall, respondents value similar characteristics for 6th through 8th grade 
as they do for kindergarten through 5th grade schools, namely “small class sizes” (37%), 
followed by a ”wide variety of learning opportunities, including electives” (24%). 
Differentiated in terms of their relationship to PPS, future and current parents of PPS 
students (46% and 37%, respectively), as well as PPS staff and community members (40% 
and 37%, respectively), were more likely than parents of former PPS students (29%) to feel 
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that “small class sizes” is the most important characteristic. Additionally, respondents from 
the Wilson (44%) and Lincoln (41%) clusters were more likely than those from the Jefferson 
and Grant clusters (both 32%) to feel that “small class size” was most important. As well, 
current PPS students (21%) and parents of former PPS students (20%) were most likely to 
feel that “a warm and welcoming school environment” is most important. Additionally, 
current PPS students (14%) were more likely than any of the other respondent subgroups 
affiliated with PPS (1-6%) to feel that “learning alongside children from many different 
backgrounds” is most important.  African American (42%) and White (38%) respondents 
were more likely than Asian (27%) respondents to feel that ”small class sizes” is most 
important. Respondents in the Lincoln (8%), Madison (6%), and Grant (5%) clusters were 
more likely than respondents in any of the other clusters (1-2%) to feel that the ”ability of 
children who live close together to attend the same school” is most important.  
  
Respondents were asked, using an open-ended format, to address any issues of importance 
that they felt were left off of the list for 6th through 8th grade. Responses were similar to 
those from kindergarten through 5th grade, with respondents emphasizing competent and 
high quality teachers. Mention was also made of better access to technology programs. 
There was a greater emphasis than K-5 placed on bullying prevention and social/emotional 
support for students. Some also expressed concern that K-8 schools limited the number of 
opportunities available to students more so than at schools divided between elementary and 
middle grades. 
 
Representative quote: “The size of the school itself is important (specifically, the number of 
students enrolled in the middle grades)…Across PPS, most K-8 schools have 20-80 kids per 
grade in 6th, 7th, and 8th, while most middle schools have 150-200 kids per grade. My 
daughter is a kindergartner at our neighborhood K-8, where there is a steep drop-off in 
enrollment at the middle grades because the school simply can't provide a well-rounded 
middle-grade educational experience. I know the problem is self-perpetuating (no one will 
want to send their kids there until more people send their kids there), but for such a short 
but critical developmental stage, families can't just wait it out for a few years and see if the 
offerings increase.” -- (Parent/Guardian, Peninsula, Female, White) 
 
Respondents were then asked to choose which of the following two statements more closely 
reflects their personal beliefs about the best type of schooling for 6th, 7th, and 8th grade 
(middle grade) students (Q3):  
 

Statement A: It is important for students to stay together as a community in one 
school from kindergarten through 8th grade, even if middle grade students have 
fewer courses and electives than students at middle schools (6th-8th). 
 
Statement B: It is important for middle grade students to have the opportunity to 
attend a 6th through 8th grade middle school that offers a wide variety of 
classes—including electives—even if that means more transitions between 
schools for students. 
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Overall, seven in ten (71%) respondents felt that statement B more closely reflects their 
personal beliefs. Preference for this statement was strong across racial/ethnic groups (71-
77%) with the slight exception of Hispanic/Latino (59%) respondents, though this group still 
showed majority agreement. As well, respondents associated with a Title 1 school (73%) 
were more likely than those not associated with a Title 1 school (68%) to feel that 
statement B was more reflective of their personal beliefs. Those in the Wilson, Cleveland 
and Jefferson clusters (80%) were more likely than any of the other clusters (62-71%) to 
feel that statement B is more reflective of their views. PPS staff (77%) members were more 
likely to prefer statement B than parents of current PPS students and former PPS students 
(both 68%).  

Respondents were told that PPS recently completed a redesign of its high school system 
with the goal of ensuring “all students have access to high schools of the size and structure 
required to provide a common set of rigorous and engaging courses and programs.” They 
were then asked, using an open-ended format, what characteristics they believe are most 
important to a high quality high school (Q4). Responses were similar to those provided for 
K-5 and 6-8, with respondents emphasizing a desire to have high quality teachers who are 
engaged within and outside the classroom and who are motivated to help students learn 
and prosper in their academic environment. Respondents also stressed the importance of 
having a safe and clean learning environment with small class sizes. In terms of programs, 
respondents emphasized the importance of having a wide variety of programs and electives 
being offered throughout all schools. Beyond high school academics, respondents expressed 
that they would like to see additional help for college or career preparation or counseling in 
the future, as well as continued access to after school and extracurricular programs.  
 
Representative quote: “At a minimum:  Access to a wide variety of course offerings, 
including advanced coursework, college credits, career technical education, and multiple 
modes of visual and performing arts…Intramural and competitive sports programs. A wide 
variety of clubs and other extracurricular activities. Genuine student engagement and 
involvement in school governance and decision-making. A respectful environment towards 
students of all races, ethnicities, abilities and learning styles. Partnerships with potential 
employers and community organizations to provide experiences outside the classroom.  
Connections with colleges, and counseling services relating to college admissions and 
financial aid.” -- (Parent/Guardian and Community Member, Beaumont, Female, Asian and 
Indian)  
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3.2  | Redrawing Boundaries (Q5-Q6) 
 
Respondents were presented with a list of factors that affect where school boundaries are 
drawn, and asked to rank them in terms of which factors they found to be personally 
important (1=most important; 6=least important; Q5). Overall, a plurality (30%) felt that 
“students stay together as they move from elementary to middle grades and middle grades 
to high school” was the most important factor that affects where school boundaries are 
drawn, followed by “where possible, schools have a student body that reflect racial and 
economic make-up of the whole district” (21%) and “make sure that boundary changes 
move as few students as possible” (20%). Notably, only 5% of respondents felt that “reduce 
building and transportation costs to the district” is the most important factor when drawing 
school boundaries.  
 
Hispanic/Latino (39%) and White (31%) respondents were more likely than other 
racial/ethnic groups (20-24%) to feel that “students stay together as they move from 
elementary to middle grades and middle grades to high school” was the most important 
factor that affects where school boundaries are drawn. This factor was also more important 
for those not associated with a Title 1 school (34% vs. 23% those associated with a Title 1 
school) and parents of current PPS students (33% vs. 23-25% of PPS staff and community 
members).  
 
African American (32%) respondents were more likely than other racial/ethnic groups (16-
21%) to feel that “where possible, schools have a student body that reflect racial and 
economic make-up of the whole district” is the most important factor that affects where 
school boundaries are drawn. This was also the most important factor for those associated 
with a Title 1 school (30% vs. 15% of those who are not), respondents in the Jefferson 
(34%), Madison (29%), Roosevelt (29%), and Franklin (25%) clusters (vs. 12-18% of all 
other clusters), and PPS staff (33%) and community members (30%) when compared to 
parents of current PPS students (16%) and parents of former PPS students (19%).  
 
Respondents from the Lincoln cluster (33%) were more likely than any other subgroup to 
feel that “make sure that boundary changes move as few students as possible” is the most 
important factor. Those not associated with a Title 1 school (24% vs. 14% of those 
associated with a Title 1 school) and parents of current PPS students (23% vs. 13-15% of 
PPS staff and current and former PPS students) were also more likely to feel that this is the 
most important factor. 
 
Respondents were asked if there were any other factors not on the provided list that they 
felt were important when thinking about where and how school boundaries are drawn. While 
responses varied, a few reoccurring themes emerged. Many respondents suggested that 
anticipating future demographic changes was an important factor. Another common 
suggestion was to emphasize phased implementation instead of switching schools among 
random grades, as well as attempting to keep siblings together within the same schools. 
There was also an emphasis on grandfathering children into certain schools if they have 
been part of the community for a number of years. The importance of small class sizes was 
also emphasized. Finally, many respondents continued to emphasize that the quality of the 
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education provided and a full curriculum are always important factors to consider when 
considering boundary changes. 
 
Representative quote: “Phased implementation so that families are not forced to change 
schools in the middle of elementary years. For example, assign new kindergarten students 
and families new to the district according to new boundaries to rebalance things over time. 
Families connect and commit to their schools; children make friendships and relationships 
with teachers and staff – prioritize as little disruption as possible.” -- (Parent/Guardian, 
Capitol Hill, Female, White) 
 
Then, respondents were asked to choose which of the following two statements more closely 
reflects their personal beliefs about the best approach to boundary changes (Q6):  
 

Statement A: Boundary changes are made over time so that students stay in 
their school communities, even if it means that some schools are overcrowded 
while others don’t have enough students to support a complete program during a 
transition period that can take as long as 9 years. 
 
Statement B: Boundary changes should happen as soon as possible so that all 
students have access to equitable resources quickly even if that means students 
change schools before they have reached the highest grade in their current 
school. 

 
Overall, a slight majority (55%) of respondents felt that Statement B was more reflective of 
their personal beliefs. Hispanic/Latino (68%) and African American (66%) respondents were 
more likely than their Asian (48%) and White (54%) counterparts to prefer Statement B. 
This was also true for those associated with a Title 1 school (68% vs. 46% of those not 
associated with a Title 1 school) and PPS staff (71% vs. 50-62% of parents of former PPS 
students, parents of current PPS students, former PPS students, and community members). 
In contrast, respondents from the Lincoln cluster (66%) were significantly more likely than 
any other cluster to prefer Statement A. As well, parents of current PPS students (50%) 
were significantly more likely than all other respondents groups associated with PPS (29-
41%) to prefer Statement A.  
 
3.3  | Boundary Statements  (Q7-Q9) 
 
Next, respondents were asked to indicate their level of agreement with a series of 
statements about when and how boundaries should be reconsidered (Q7-Q9). A slight 
majority (55%) of respondents agree that “boundaries should change as infrequently as 
possible so families can more easily predict where their children will go to school, even if it 
means that some schools are overcrowded and some schools do not have enough students 
to provide a complete program” (Q9). Agreement was particularly high among respondents 
in the Lincoln (72%) and Grant (60%) clusters (vs. 41-53% of all other clusters), Asian 
respondents (68% vs. 52-55% of all other racial/ethnic groups), those not associated with a 
Title 1 school (62% vs. 44% of those associated with a Title 1 school), and current PPS 
students (69%) and parents (59%).  
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In comparison, slightly more than four in ten (44%) respondents agree that “the district 
should draw boundaries that create economically and racially diverse student bodies, even if 
it means that students might have to travel a little farther to their assigned schools” (Q8). 
This statement had the highest agreement among African American respondents (57% vs. 
42-43% of Asian and White respondents), those associated with a Title 1 school (56% vs. 
35% if those not associated with a Title 1 school), respondents in the Roosevelt cluster 
(66% vs. 27-54% of all other clusters), and PPS Staff (55% vs. 39-44% of parents of 
former or current PPS students). 

Finally, more than three in ten (35%) respondents agreed with the statement, “Portland 
Public Schools should regularly change school boundaries in order to respond to population 
growth and school building size, even if students may be affected by change more than 
once” (Q7). Agreement with this statement was highest among Hispanic/Latino (51%) and 
African American (42%) respondents, those associated with a Title 1 school (47% vs. 28% 
those not associated with a Title 1 school), those in the Roosevelt (50%) and Jefferson 
(42%) clusters, and former PPS students, PPS staff, and community members (40-41% vs. 
32% of parents of current PPS students). 
 
3.4  | Concerns about Boundary Changes (Q10-Q15) 
 
Respondents were presented with a series of statements about possible boundary changes 
and asked to indicate their level of concern with each (Q10-Q15). Overall, respondents were 
most concerned that “boundary changes might require some communities or families to 
change schools more often than others” (Q15: 85% overall concern). In general, most of 
the statements garnered high-levels of concern (Q10: 81%; Q13: 79%; Q12: 78%; Q14: 
76%), with the notable exception of the statement “changes in school boundaries may 
lower or raise property values in affected neighbors” (Q11: 52%).  
 
Concern that “boundary changes might require some communities or families to change 
schools more often than others” (Q15: 35% very concerned; 49% somewhat concerned) 
was high across subgroups. African American (45%) respondents were more likely to be 
‘very concerned’ than their White counterparts (33%). Also, respondents in the Roosevelt 
cluster (25%) were less likely than any other cluster (31-43%) to feel ‘very concerned’ 
about this statement. 
 
Concern that “boundary changes may create uncertainty about where children go to school” 
(Q10: 36% very concerned; 46% somewhat concerned) was also high across subgroups. 
This was particularly true for respondents in the Lincoln cluster (90% overall concern vs. 
73-82% for all other clusters), those not associated with a Title 1 school (84% vs. 76% of 
those associated with a Title 1 school), and Asian respondents (87% vs. 79% of White 
respondents). Meanwhile, the spectrum of concern for respondents affiliated with PPS 
ranged from parents of current PPS student (84%) to PPS staff (69%).   
 
Eight in ten respondents expressed concern that “boundary changes might increase the 
distance students have to travel to school” (Q13: 30% very concerned; 49% somewhat 
concerned). Respondents in the Wilson, Jefferson, and Grant (82-84%) clusters were more 
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concerned than those in the Franklin (72%) and Roosevelt (73%) clusters. As well, this 
statement raised greater concern among White respondents (81% vs. 73% of African 
American and 74% of Hispanic/Latino respondents) and those not associated with a Title 1 
school (81% vs. 75% of respondents associated with a Title 1 school).  

Similarly, roughly eight in ten respondents expressed concern that “boundary changes 
might separate students from their neighborhood classmates” (Q12: 33% very concerned; 
45% somewhat concerned). White respondents (80% vs. 71% of African American and 73% 
of Hispanic/Latino respondents), those not associated with a Title 1 school (82% vs. 72% of 
those associated with a Title 1 school), and those in the Wilson, Grant and Lincoln clusters 
(83-84% vs. 74-76% of those in the Franklin and Madison clusters) were more likely to feel 
concerned about this statement.  

While overall concern (76%) was slightly lower than the aforementioned statements, 
respondents were most likely to feel ‘very concerned’ that “boundaries changes might place 
students in lower quality schools than ones they currently attend” (Q14: 48% very 
concerned; 28% somewhat concerned). This concern was particularly significant for Asian 
respondents (87% vs. 74-76% of all other ethnic groupings), those not associated with a 
Title 1 school (82% vs. 65% of those associated with a Title 1 school), and those in the 
Lincoln (90%), Cleveland (81%), Grant (80%), and Wilson (79%) clusters (vs. 64-69% of 
those in the Jefferson, Madison and Franklin clusters). As well, parents of current PPS 
students (79%), current PPS students (77%), parents of future PPS students (75%), and 
community members (71%) were more likely to be concerned about this statement than 
PPS staff (60%). 

Finally, a slight majority of respondents expressed concern that “changes in school 
boundaries may lower or raise property values in affected neighbors” (Q11: 21% very 
concerned; 32% somewhat concerned). Asian, African American and Hispanic/Latino 
respondents (62-66% vs. 48% of Whites), those not associated with a Title 1 school (55% 
vs. 45% of those associated with a Title 1 school), and those in the Lincoln cluster (66% vs. 
40-53% all other clusters) were most likely to be concerned about this statement. Notably, 
current PPS students (62%) were more concerned about this statement than PPS staff 
(42%) and parents of future PPS students (44%).  
 
3.5  | Equity and Boundary Changes (Q16-Q17) 
 
Respondents were asked to choose which of the following two statements more closely 
reflects their personal beliefs about the best way to balance issues of enrollment and 
boundary changes (Q16):  

Statement A: PPS should ensure that all schools have equitable resources by 
balancing the number of students through boundary review, even if it means that 
students need to move more often. 
 
Statement B: PPS should fund the same programs at each grade level, even if it 
means that some schools have large class sizes and others have small class 
sizes. 
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Overall, a slight majority (56%) of respondents felt that statement B was more reflective of 
their personal beliefs. Notably, African American respondents (70%) were significantly more 
likely than respondents from any other racial/ethnic groups (52-54%) to feel that statement 
B was more reflective of their personal beliefs. This was also true for those not associated 
with a Title 1 school (60% vs. 50% of those associated with a Title 1 school) and 
respondents in the Lincoln cluster (67% vs. 45-60% of all other clusters). As well, parents 
of current PPS students (61%) were more likely than PPS staff (42%), former PPS students 
(48%), and community members (50%) to prefer statement B. The only cluster in which a 
majority preferred statement A was Madison (55%). 

Lastly, respondents were asked, using an open-ended format, if there was anything else 
that they would like the district to know as it makes future decisions related to programs, 
boundary review, or middle grade placement (Q17). As in other open-ended questions from 
this survey, responses varied yet revealed reoccurring themes, some of which were raised 
earlier in the survey. For example, many respondents expressed a desire to limit the 
frequency of boundary changes and to base any changes on logical parameters. However, 
particularly in this question, more concerns were raised about boundary changes 
exacerbating divisions between income and racial/ethnic groups. There was also an 
emphasis placed on maintaining high quality teachers and staff, establishing smaller class 
sizes, and offering a wide variety of extracurricular activities and individualized academic 
programs. 

Representative quote: “First I'd like to applaud you for taking up such a hard problem. This 
is difficult work. I'll reiterate that turning neighborhood schools into spillover schools will 
create a tremendous amount of division within our communities. There are already 
rumblings of second-class treatment associated with this impending decision among many 
in Portland's middle class, to say nothing of its poorer communities. Whatever the outcome 
of this reorganization, if the decision reflects a continued accommodation for the more 
affluent, vocal members in our community, Portland will wake up with a brand new 
headache.” -- (Female, White)  
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4.   |   ANNOTATED QUESTIONNAIRE 

PPS 2025 Shape the Future of Our Schools Survey 
Online/Paper survey; N=4,099; 10 Minutes 

June 2015 
 
Methodological note: From April to mid-May, the 2015 Shape the Future of Our Schools 
survey was made available to PPS staff, students, parents and the wider district population 
using both online and paper versions. Participants were ensured of their confidentiality. A 
total of 4,099 took part in the survey. The raw data for both the paper and online versions 
was provided by Oregon’s Kitchen Table to DHM Research for processing and analysis. 
Open-ended questions will be analyzed qualitatively and provided by DHM Research at a 
later date.  
 
1. Portland Public Schools is committed to providing high quality neighborhood schools for 

all students. All of the characteristics listed below—and others—are important, but 
please tell us which characteristics you think are most important to a high quality 
neighborhood school for kindergarten through 5th grade. Please choose up to 4 
characteristics that are most important to you. Rank them 1-4, with 1 being the most 
important. 

Response 
Category Total 

Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

Small class size 
1—most imp 39% 32% 39% 46% 37% 27% 45% 39% 
Learning alongside children from different backgrounds 
1—most imp 3% 4% 2% 0% 5% 8% 5% 3% 
Opportunities for parent involvement 
1—most imp 1% 2% 1% 0% 1% 1% 0% 1% 
Access to dual language immersion 
1—most imp 5% 1% 6% 3% 3% 2% 3% 3% 
A warm and welcoming school environment 
1—most imp 13% 19% 13% 6% 12% 28% 14% 11% 
Wide variety of learning opportunities including access to music, art, library, and 
physical education 
1—most imp 21% 23% 22% 25% 19% 18% 14% 22% 
Access to after-school programs 
1—most imp 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 2% 0% 1% 
Ability of children who live close together to attend the same school 
1—most imp 4% 4% 5% 6% 5% 0% 2% 4% 
Access to learning in the student’s preferred language  
1—most imp 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 
Ability of children to walk or bike safely to school 
1—most imp 2% 2% 2% 5% 2% 1% 2% 3% 
Access to services that meet every student’s learning needs (including special 
education, English as a second language, talented and gifted program) 
1—most imp 11% 12% 10% 8% 12% 12% 13% 12% 
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1A. Is there anything we left off the list for kindergarten through 5th grade that is important 
to you? (OPEN) 
 
2. Now switching to middle grades (6th-8th). Please tell us which characteristics you think 

are most important to a high quality neighborhood school for 6th through 8th grade.  
Please choose up to 4 characteristics that are most important to you. Rank them 1-4, 
with 1 being the most important. 

Response 
Category Total 

Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

Small class size 
1—most imp 37% 29% 37% 46% 36% 28% 40% 37% 
Learning alongside children from many different backgrounds 
1—most imp 4% 4% 3% 1% 4% 14% 6% 4% 
Access to dual language immersion 
1—most imp 3% 2% 3% 3% 4% 2% 2% 3% 
Access to learning in English and another language 
1—most imp 1% 2% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 2% 
A warm and welcoming school environment 
1—most imp 12% 20% 12% 6% 13% 21% 14% 12% 
Wide variety of learning opportunities including electives 
1—most imp 24% 24% 26% 20% 20% 16% 19% 24% 
Access to after-school programs, including sports 
1—most imp 2% 1% 1% 1% 5% 1% 1% 2% 
Ability of children who live close together to attend the same school 
1—most imp 4% 4% 5% 5% 3% 0% 1% 2% 
Access to learning in the student’s preferred language  
1—most imp 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 
Ability of children to walk or bike safely to school 
1—most imp 2% 1% 1% 6% 2% 4% 1% 2% 
Access to services that meet every student’s learning needs  
1—most imp 11% 14% 11% 10% 10% 13% 15% 12% 

 
2A. Is there anything we left off the list for 6th through 8th grade that is important to you? 
(OPEN) 
 
3. There is an ongoing conversation in the community about what type of school is best for 

6th, 7th, and 8th grade (middle grade) students. Which statement is closest to your 
beliefs, even if neither is exactly what your believe. 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

A. It is important for students 
to stay together as a 
community in one school 
from kindergarten through 
8th grade, even if middle 
grade students have fewer 
courses and electives than 
students at middle schools 
(6th-8th). 

29% 29% 32% 23% 32% 27% 23% 27% 
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B. It is important for middle 
grade students to have the 
opportunity to attend a 6th 
through 8th grade middle 
school that offers a wide 
variety of classes—including 
electives—even if that 
means more transitions 
between schools for 
students. 

71% 71% 68% 77% 68% 73% 77% 73% 

 
4. PPS recently completed a redesign of its high school system with the goal of ensuring 

“all students have access to high schools of a size and structure required to provide a 
common set of rigorous and engaging courses and programs.”  Though PPS is already 
making some of those changes, please share with us the characteristics you believe are 
most important to a high quality high school.  (OPEN) 

 
5. There are a number of factors that affect where school boundaries are drawn. Please 

rank the following factors in order of importance to you.  (1 is most important and 6 is 
least important). 

Response 
Category Total 

Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

Students stay together as they move from elementary to middle grades and middle 
grades to high school 
1—most imp 30% 28% 33% 29% 28% 28% 23% 25% 
Mean 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.6 3.0 3.3 3.0 2.9 
Where possible, schools have a student body that reflects racial and economic makeup 
of the whole district 
1—most imp 21% 19% 16% 25% 23% 21% 33% 30% 
Mean 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.2 3.2 3.3 2.7 3.1 
Reduce building and transportation costs to the district 
1—most imp 5% 8% 5% 3% 7% 11% 6% 5% 
Mean 4.3 4.1 4.4 4.5 4.0 3.4 4.5 4.3 
Make sure that boundary changes move as few students as possible 
1—most imp 20% 20% 23% 23% 13% 15% 13% 17% 
Mean 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.6 3.6 3.3 3.7 3.6 
Minimize the need for students to cross busy, fast or otherwise dangerous roads 
1—most imp 12% 11% 11% 13% 11% 11% 13% 14% 
Mean 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.3 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.4 
Ensure enough students in each lower grade school so that high schools are similarly 
sized 
1—most imp 11% 14% 12% 7% 17% 12% 12% 9% 
Mean 3.7 3.5 3.6 3.8 3.4 3.8 3.5 3.8 

 
5A. Are there any other factors not on the list that are important to you when thinking 
about where and how school boundaries are drawn? (OPEN) 
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6. Because Portland Public Schools will be looking at all district boundaries, many school 
boundaries may shift. Currently, some schools are overcrowded and others do not have 
enough students to support a complete program. Which statement is closest to your 
beliefs; even if neither is exactly what you believe. 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

A. Boundary changes are 
made over time so that 
students stay in their school 
communities, even if it 
means that some schools 
are overcrowded while 
others don’t have enough 
students to support a 
complete program during a 
transition period that can 
take as long as 9 years. 

45% 39% 50% 34% 41% 34% 29% 38% 

B. Boundary changes should 
happen as soon as possible 
so that all students have 
access to equitable 
resources quickly even if 
that means students 
change schools before they 
have reached the highest 
grade in their current 
school. 

55% 61% 50% 66% 59% 66% 71% 62% 

 
Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements. 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

7. Portland Public Schools should regularly change school boundaries in order to 
respond to population growth and school building size, even if students may be 
affected by change more than once. 

Strongly agree 8% 13% 7% 7% 10% 14% 7% 8% 
Agree 28% 26% 25% 32% 32% 23% 34% 32% 
Disagree 34% 30% 33% 36% 29% 38% 36% 36% 
Strongly disagree 27% 27% 32% 22% 24% 12% 19% 20% 
DK/NA 4% 4% 3% 3% 6% 13% 4% 4% 
8. The district should draw boundaries that create economically and racially diverse 

student bodies, even if it means that students might have to travel a little farther to 
their assigned schools. 

Strongly agree 11% 9% 9% 10% 14% 6% 16% 15% 
Agree 33% 35% 30% 41% 35% 42% 39% 35% 
Disagree 29% 29% 31% 25% 24% 26% 28% 25% 
Strongly disagree 23% 23% 26% 19% 22% 20% 12% 19% 
DK/NA 5% 3% 4% 5% 5% 7% 5% 5% 
9. Boundaries should change as infrequently as possible so families can more easily 

predict where their children will go to school, even if it means that some schools are 
overcrowded and some schools do not have enough students to provide a complete 
program. 

Strongly agree 20% 24% 24% 10% 16% 20% 9% 14% 
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Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

Agree 35% 33% 35% 30% 35% 49% 33% 33% 
Disagree 29% 30% 27% 49% 29% 19% 39% 35% 
Strongly disagree 11% 9% 10% 8% 12% 5% 15% 13% 
DK/NA 5% 3% 4% 3% 8% 7% 5% 5% 

 
We have heard a number of concerns about possible boundary changes. Please indicate 
your level of concern about each of the following statements. 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

10. Boundary changes may create uncertainty about where children go to school. 
Very concerned 36% 35% 41% 26% 27% 30% 21% 28% 
Smwt concerned 46% 42% 43% 51% 47% 52% 48% 48% 
Not Concerned 16% 18% 14% 21% 24% 7% 28% 21% 
DK/NA 3% 4% 2% 2% 2% 11% 4% 3% 
11. Changes in school boundaries may lower or raise property values in affected 

neighborhoods. 
Very concerned 21% 17% 23% 24% 17% 16% 12% 18% 
Smwt concerned 32% 33% 31% 19% 36% 45% 31% 31% 
Not Concerned 43% 45% 42% 52% 43% 23% 52% 47% 
DK/NA 5% 4% 4% 4% 4% 15% 6% 4% 
12. Boundary changes might separate students from their neighborhood classmates. 
Very concerned 33% 29% 37% 25% 34% 28% 21% 25% 
Smwt concerned 45% 49% 42% 50% 47% 47% 53% 52% 
Not Concerned 19% 21% 19% 22% 16% 17% 23% 21% 
DK/NA 2% 1% 2% 3% 2% 8% 2% 2% 
13. Boundary changes might increase the distance students have to travel to school. 
Very concerned 30% 22% 31% 24% 32% 37% 23% 27% 
Smwt concerned 49% 54% 48% 59% 45% 34% 56% 52% 
Not Concerned 19% 22% 19% 14% 21% 19% 18% 18% 
DK/NA 3% 3% 2% 2% 2% 9% 3% 2% 
14. Boundary changes might place students in lower quality schools than ones they 

currently attend. 
Very concerned 48% 42% 53% 38% 39% 42% 30% 41% 
Smwt concerned 28% 25% 26% 36% 28% 35% 30% 30% 
Not Concerned 20% 29% 18% 23% 30% 16% 35% 25% 
DK/NA 4% 4% 3% 3% 3% 8% 4% 4% 
15. Boundary changes might require some communities or families to change schools 

more often than others. 
Very concerned 35% 36% 37% 28% 34% 36% 35% 34% 
Smwt concerned 49% 47% 49% 57% 48% 50% 53% 51% 
Not Concerned 11% 13% 11% 11% 14% 8% 9% 11% 
DK/NA 4% 4% 3% 4% 4% 6% 4% 5% 
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16. PPS is committed to equitable outcomes for all students. There are multiple ways to do 
this, including moving students through boundary change or keeping resources in 
schools to provide a base program, regardless of the number of students. Please indicate 
which statement you agree with the most, even if you don’t entirely agree with either of 
them. 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

A. PPS should ensure that all 
schools have equitable 
resources by balancing 
the number of students 
through boundary review, 
even if it means that 
students need to move 
more often. 

44% 45% 39% 43% 52% 51% 58% 50% 

B. PPS should fund the same 
programs at each grade 
level, even if it means 
that some schools have 
large class sizes and 
others have small class 
sizes. 

56% 55% 61% 57% 48% 49% 42% 50% 

 
17. Using the space below, please share anything else you would like the district to know as 

it makes future decisions related to programs, boundary review, or middle grade 
placement. (OPEN) 
 

Now we want to ask you some questions about yourself so that we make sure we hear from 
the whole community. We understand you may not feel comfortable answering them; all of 
the questions are optional. 
 
18. Which of the following best describes who you are? Please select all that apply. 

Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

Other/NA 

8% 68% 3% 6% 4% 14% 26% 3% 
 
19. If you are a Portland Public Schools parent, guardian, student, teacher, or staff, please 

let us know the name(s) of your school(s). (OPEN)7 
 
20. Do you have pre-school aged or younger children?  

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

Yes 32% 13% 32% 93% 30% 20% 28% 41% 
No 68% 87% 68% 7% 70% 80% 72% 59% 

 
21. What is your current neighborhood? (OPEN)8 
 
  

                                               
7 Full results have been made available to OKT for continued analysis at a later date.  
8 Full results have been made available to OKT for continued analysis at a later date. 
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22. How many years have you lived there? 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

1 year or less 8% 3% 7% 20% 12% 5% 11% 13% 
More than 1 to 3 years 16% 9% 15% 20% 16% 13% 19% 18% 
More than 3 to 6 years 17% 7% 17% 29% 12% 17% 18% 19% 
More than 6 to 10 years 23% 11% 26% 18% 14% 24% 19% 19% 
More than 10 to 15 
years 18% 13% 21% 9% 16% 21% 14% 13% 

More than 15 years 17% 58% 15% 4% 29% 21% 19% 17% 
Mean 9.5 18.6 9.3 5.6 12.7 9.7 9.6 9.3 

 
23. What is your education? 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

Less than HS 5% 5% 4% 0% 1% 47% 1% 1% 
High School grad 6% 3% 7% 0% 9% 11% 2% 2% 
Some college, 
associate, technical 10% 12% 10% 5% 22% 3% 6% 8% 

College grad 30% 31% 31% 31% 36% 8% 20% 34% 
Post college or grad 
degree 46% 43% 46% 63% 32% 9% 68% 52% 

Decline to respond 3% 6% 3% <1% 1% 22% 4% 3% 
 
24. What is your gender? 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

Male 48% 49% 48% 49% 50% 56% 33% 48% 
Female 52% 51% 52% 50% 50% 44% 66% 51% 
Other 0% 0% <1% 1% 0% 0% 1% <1% 

 
25. When someone is labeled “male” or “female” and it doesn’t match how they feel inside, 

they might say they are “transgender”. Are you transgender? 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher
/Staff 

Community 
member 

Yes 1% 2% <1% 3% 1% 3% 1% 1% 
No 88% 83% 89% 88% 87% 90% 86% 88% 
Blank/Refused 11% 15% 11% 10% 12% 7% 13% 11% 

 
26. Which of the following best describes you? (Mark All That Apply) 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

Heterosexual 81% 82% 82% 75% 84% 84% 77% 81% 
Gay or Lesbian 3% 4% 2% 4% 1% 0% 6% 4% 
Bisexual 2% 1% 1% 2% 1% 6% 3% 2% 
Queer 1% 0% <1% 4% 0% 2% 1% 1% 
Not sure/Questioning 1% <1% 1% 0% 3% 2% 1% 1% 
Other 0% 0% <1% 0% 0% 3% <1% <1% 
Declined to answer 12% 12% 12% 16% 11% 3% 12% 10% 
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27. What is your preferred language? (OPEN)9 
 
28. What races/ethnicities do you consider yourself? (Mark All That Apply)10 

Response Category Total 
Former 
parent 

Current 
parent 

Future 
parent 

Former 
student 

Current 
student 

Teacher/ 
Staff 

Community 
member 

White  62% 58% 58% 93% 56% 46% 74% 73% 
Hispanic/Latino 14% 15% 15% 1% 16% 28% 9% 10% 
African American/ 
African/Other Black 9% 10% 9% 0% 10% 9% 7% 6% 

Asian 7% 7% 8% 4% 8% 8% 4% 5% 
Native American/ 
Alaska Native/Canada 
Native 

1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1% <1% <1% 

Pacific Islander 1% 0% 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 
Middle Eastern/North 
African 1% 2% 1% 0% 1% 1% 1% <1% 

Multiple 7% 9% 8% 2% 8% 8% 5% 6% 
 
29. Optional: If you would like to share in your own words how you describe your race, 

origin, ethnicity, ancestry, and/or Tribal affiliations, please use this space: (OPEN)11 
 

                                               
9 Full results have been made available to OKT for continued analysis at a later date. 
10 Responses were collapsed into these federal racial/ethnic categories for the purposes of this report.  The Multiple 
category includes all respondents who selected more than one racial/ethnic group. The largest Multiple groupings 
included African American/American Indian; African American/White; American Indian/White; Asian/White; and 
Hispanic/White. Full cross-tables were provided to OKT which detailed number of completes and response rates for 
all ethnic groups and subgroups, including Multiple. 
11 Full results have been made available to OKT for continued analysis at a later date. 
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Federal Tax Law Policy: 

 

It is the policy of the Portland Public School District (“the District”) to comply with applicable 

requirements of federal tax law necessary to preserve the tax status of interest on tax-exempt obligations 

issued by the District.  This Policy is designed to set forth compliance procedures so that the District utilizes 

the proceeds of all tax-exempt issues of bonds, certificates of participation, bond anticipation notes, and tax 

and revenue anticipation notes (collectively referred to as “Bonds”) in accordance with applicable federal tax 

requirements, and complies with all other applicable federal requirements with respect to outstanding Bonds. 

To comply with applicable federal tax requirements, the District must confirm that the requirements are 

met at the time each Bond issue is issued and throughout the term of the Bonds (until maturity or redemption).  

Generally, compliance should include retention of records relating to the expenditure of the proceeds of each 

Bond issue, the investment of the proceeds of each Bond issue, and any allocations made with respect to the 

use of the proceeds of each Bond issue, sufficient to establish compliance with applicable federal tax 

requirements, including records related to periods before the Bonds are issued (e.g., in the case of 

reimbursement of prior expenditures) until six (6) years after the final maturity or redemption date of any issue 

of Bonds. 

The Board directs the Superintendent to establish written procedures on the requirements to monitor 

compliance with the arbitrage, yield restriction, and rebate requirements of Internal Revenue Code Section 

148. 
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Federal Securities Law Policy: 

It is the policy of the Portland Public School District (“the District”) to comply with applicable 

requirements of the federal public securities law.  This Policy is designed to set forth continuing disclosure 

controls and procedures so that the District agrees to make certain kinds of information available to 

participants in the public securities market.   

To comply with applicable federal securities requirements, the District must confirm that continued 

disclosure is met at the time each Bond issue is issued and throughout the term of the Bonds (until maturity or 

redemption).  Generally, compliance should include establishing who is responsible for reviewing, filing yearly 

financial statements and submitting information in a timely manner for specified events.   

The Board directs the Superintendent to establish written procedures on the requirements to monitor 
compliance with the federal securities law and continuing disclosure requirements outlined in Rule 15c2-12 of 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, adopted under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, 17 CFR § 
240.15c2-12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference: Internal Revenue Code Section 148 

Rule 15c2-12 of the Securities and Exchange Commission 



 Board of Education Informational Report 
 
 
MEMORANDUM 
 
Date:  August 28, 2015 
 
To:  Members of the Board of Education 
 
From:  David Wynde, Deputy Chief Financial Officer & Budget Director 
         
Subject: Appointment of CBRC members       
 
 
 
 
This memorandum provides additional information as background to a resolution to appoint two 
people to the Citizen Budget Review Committee (CBRC), which is listed on the business 
agenda for your meeting on September 1, 2015. 
 
The mission of the CBRC is to review, evaluate, and make recommendations to the Board of 
Education (Board) regarding the Superintendent’s Proposed Budget and other budgetary issues 
identified by the CBRC or the Board. For the past several years the CBRC has, in addition to its 
work on the proposed budget, has also served as the citizen oversight committee for the local 
option levy. 
 
The CBRC is composed of eight to twelve volunteer members. From an applicant pool, the 
Board appoints members to two-year terms. A single student member is appointed to a one-
year term. 
 
http://www.pps.k12.or.us/files/budget/CBRC_Overview_Update_11-20-14.pdf 
 
Three members are continuing in the second year of their term. On July 6, the Board voted to 
reappoint six members, whose term expired on June 30, 2015, to new two-year terms.  
 
That left two vacant positions for community members and the student representative position. 
Three applications to serve as a community member were received. The co-chairs of the CBRC 
(Tom Fuller and Rita Moore) and PPS staff met with each of the applicants. We are 
recommending the appointment of Christina Cowgill and Anjala Ehelebe to a two-year term 
through June 30, 2017. Staff will be working with SuperSAC to identify a student representative. 
 
Brief biographical information on the recommended appointees is below: 
 
Christina Cowgill is a health care professional, who has worked as a nurse anesthetist, in 
private practice, as a policy analyst for the state board of nursing, and as adjunct faculty at 
OHSU School of Nursing. She has experience of service on local, state and regional boards and 
committees. Ms. Cowgill is the parent of one (soon to be two) pre-school age children. Ms. 
Cowgill lives in NE Portland. 
 



Anjala Ehelebe has worked as a personal financial analyst, and in operations and 
administrative roles with local and state public agencies. She is a graduate of Portland Public 
Schools. Ms. Ehelebe has been active in neighborhood affairs, especially through the NE 
Coalition of Neighborhoods. Ms. Ehelebe lives in NE Portland. 
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Purchases, Bids, Contracts 

The Superintendent RECOMMENDS adoption of the following items: 
 

Numbers 5138 and 5139 
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RESOLUTION No. 5138 

Revenue Contracts that Exceed $25,000 Limit for Delegation of Authority 
 

RECITAL 

Portland Public Schools (“District”) Public Contracting Rules PPS-45-0200 (“Authority to Approve District 
Contracts; Delegation of Authority to Superintendent”) requires the Board of Education (“Board”) to enter 
into and approve all contracts, except as otherwise expressly authorized.  Contracts exceeding $25,000 
per contractor are listed below. 

 
RESOLUTION 

The Superintendent recommends that the Board approve these contracts.  The Board accepts this 
recommendation and by this resolution authorizes the Deputy Clerk to enter into agreements in a form 
approved by General Counsel for the District. 

 

NEW REVENUE CONTRACTS 

Contractor 
Contract 

Term  Contract Type Description of Services 
Contract 
Amount 

Responsible 
Administrator, 

Funding Source 

FamilyCare Health 10/1/2015 
through 
9/30/2016 

Revenue 

R 62150 

Provide funding for equipment 
and staff at the Benson Tech 
Wellness Center. 

$79,705 A Lopez 

Fund 205            
Grant G1544 

 
NEW INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS / REVENUE (“IGA/Rs”) 

Contractor 
Contract 

Term  Contract Type Description of Services 
Contract 
Amount 

Responsible 
Administrator, 

Funding Source 

Oregon Commission 
for the Blind 

7/1/2015 
through 

6/30/2016 

Intergovernmental 
Revenue 

IGA/R 62128 

Columbia Regional Programs 
will provide transition services 
for blind and visually impaired 
students. 

$115,000 H. Adair 

 

AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING REVENUE CONTRACTS 

No Amendments to Existing Revenue Contracts 
 

 
 
Y. Awwad 
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RESOLUTION No. 5139 

Expenditure Contracts that Exceed $150,000 for Delegation of Authority 
 

RECITAL 

Portland Public Schools (“District”) Public Contracting Rules PPS-45-0200 (“Authority to Approve District 
Contracts; Delegation of Authority to Superintendent”) requires the Board of Education (“Board”) enter 
into contracts and approve payment for products, materials, supplies, capital outlay, equipment, and 
services whenever the total amount exceeds $150,000 per contract, excepting settlement or real property 
agreements.  Contracts meeting this criterion are listed below. 
 

RESOLUTION 

The Superintendent recommends that the Board approve these contracts.  The Board accepts this 
recommendation and by this resolution authorizes the Deputy Clerk to enter into agreements in a form 
approved by General Counsel for the District. 

 

NEW CONTRACTS 

 
No New Contracts 

 
NEW INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENTS (“IGAs”) 

 
No New IGAs 

 
AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING CONTRACTS 

Contractor 

Contract 
Amendment

Term  Contract Type Description of Services 

Amendment 
Amount, 

Contract Total 

Responsible 
Administrator, 

Funding Source 

Portland Habilitation 
Center, Inc. 

8/29/2015 
through 

7/31/2016 

Services 

GS 58511 
Amendment 4 

Provide weekly laundry 
services to the PPS Nutrition 
Services department. 

PPS 45-0410 exemption 

$37,000 

$180,000 

T. Magliano 

Fund 202            
Dept. 5570 

 
Y. Awwad 
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Other Matters Requiring Board Approval 

The Superintendent RECOMMENDS adoption of the following items: 
 

Numbers 5140 through 5143 
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RESOLUTION No. 5140 
 

Authorizing the Superintendent to execute a Memorandum of Understanding 
with Portland State University for Master Planning a potential Co-location of Portland State’s 

Graduate School of Education with a fully Modernized Lincoln High School 
 

RECITALS 
 
A. Portland State University (PSU) and Portland Public Schools (PPS) have a long-standing 

relationship which has mutually benefited students of each institution. 
 

B. Portland Public Schools and Portland State University have jointly used each other’s facilities to 
expand and enrich the program offerings of each institution. 
 

C. Portland State University’s campus and Lincoln High School are geographically proximate but 
not currently constructed to take advantage of potential synergy between them. 
 

D. Co-located facilities could enrich the learning environment and success for both Portland Public 
Schools and Portland State University students. 

                                          
RESOLUTION 

 
1. The Board of Education hereby authorizes the Superintendent to enter into a Memorandum of 

Understanding with Portland State University for the master planning of a new Lincoln High 
School to potentially include Portland State University’s Graduate School of Education. 

 
C.Sylvester 
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RESOLUTION No. 5141  
 

Authorizing the Superintendent to Pursue Partnerships for Underground Parking Facilities 
as part of the Lincoln High School Master Planning Process 

 
RECITALS 

 
A. Lincoln High School is in a central city location and its zoning allows for a variety of residential,    

commercial and industrial uses in a way that is not permissible on city school sites that are 
predominantly located in residential neighborhoods. 

 
B A development feasibility analysis of the Lincoln site has been completed by EcoNorthwest, dated 

July 28, 2015. 
     
C. The potential for partnerships has been identified as regards to financing underground parking at 

the Lincoln site. 
 
D. Underground parking at the Lincoln site would enhance the parking opportunities for Lincoln staff 

and special events. 
                                               

RESOLUTION 
 

1. The Board of Education hereby authorizes the Superintendent or her designee to enter into 
discussions with potential partners as regards to a potential, complex, multi-partner arrangement 
to develop underground parking at the Lincoln High School site, concurrent with the master 
planning process. 

 
2. It is anticipated the District’s contribution to such an arrangement would consist primarily of the 

land so that it does not increase the Lincoln High School full modernization development costs. 
 
C. Sylvester 
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RESOLUTION No. 5142 
 

Appointment of Citizen Budget Review Committee Members 
 

RECITALS 
 

A. The mission of the Citizen Budget Review Committee (CBRC) is to review, evaluate, and make 
recommendations to the Board of Education (Board) regarding the Superintendent’s Proposed 
Budget and other budgetary issues identified by the CBRC or the Board. The CBRC receives its 
charge from the Board. 

 
B. In November 4, 2014 the voters of the Portland Public School (PPS) District passed a new Local 

Option Levy, Measure 26-161, which became effective in 2015, which mandated independent 
citizen oversight to ensure tax dollars are used for purposes approved by local voters, and the 
CBRC serves that function for PPS.  

 
C. The CBRC is composed of eight to twelve volunteer members. The Board appoints members to 

two-year terms with a student member appointed to a one-year term. 
 

D. The Board recognizes that District employees and community members bring specialized 
knowledge and expertise to the CBRC and budgetary review process. The Board instructs all 
CBRC members to employ discretion, avoid conflicts of interest or any appearance of impropriety, 
and exercise care in performing their duties. 

 
E. Three members of the committee are midway through their two-year term: Dick Cherry, Tom 

Fuller and Eilidh Lowery were appointed last year to serve through June 30, 2016. 
 

F. On July 6, 2015 the Board reappointed six people who had served terms that expired on June 30, 
2015 to a new two-year term through June 30, 2017. (Roger Kirchner, Scott McClain, Rita Moore, 
Harmony Quiroz, Betsy Salter, Patrick Stupfel) 
 

G. Recruitment of additional members continued and three applications were received for the two 
remaining positions for community members. Staff is working with SuperSAC to identify a student 
representative. 

 
H. Applications have been reviewed and the Superintendent recommends the Board appoint 

Christina Cowgill and Anjala Ehelebe as members for two years. 
 

RESOLUTION 
 

1. Christina Cowgill and Anjala Ehelebe are hereby appointed as members of the CBRC for a two-
year term through June 30, 2017. 

 
Y. Awwad / D. Wynde 
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RESOLUTION No. 5143 

Approving Conference Attendance for Board Members 

RECITAL 

A. Board Policy 1.40.070 requires Board approval for individual Board members to attend state or 
national meetings as representatives of the Board.  

  
B.   Portland Public Schools has a contract with Pacific Education Group which is holding its National 

Summit for Courageous Conversations in October of 2015 in Baltimore, MD. 

C.    Portland Public Schools is a member of the Council of Great City Schools which is holding its        
2015 Fall Conference in Long Beach, CA., in October of 2015. 

RESOLUTION 
  

1. The Board affirms Director Esparza Brown to attend both the National Summit for Courageous 
Conversations and the Fall Conference for the Council of Great City Schools as a representative 
of the Board of Education. 

 
2. The Board affirms Director Kohnstamm to attend the Fall Conference for the Council of Great City 

Schools as a representative of the Board of Education. 
 

 


